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Abstract
Development of a Low Cost Controller and Navigation System for
Unmanned Ground Vehicle
Shashidhar Muppidi
The objective of this research was to develop an Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV)
which is capable of autonomously navigating to user specified Global Positioning System
(GPS) waypoints. For rapid design and testing of the UGV, it was initially designed in a
distributive approach using independent commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) computing
modules for control and sensing. Autonomous navigation behavior of the UGV was
tested to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the UGV design, using digital compass
for heading and GPS for location measurements. The UGV waypoint navigation has been
observed to be consistent for smooth terrains. Uneven terrains, however, posed a
challenge for UGV navigation as the underlying terrain induced noise and error into the
compass thus making the UGV heading measurements unreliable. The UGV heading
estimation was improved by applying a Kalman filter for gyro, GPS, and compass
measurements. The heading estimate obtained using this technique has always been
observed to be within five degrees of the actual UGV heading. The performance of the
UGV electronic control and sensing subsystem has been improved by replacing all the
COTS modules with a low cost Freescale 9S12 microcontroller. A circuit board
integrating a 9S12 microcontroller and a single axis rate gyro was designed to interface
with a host computer. The microcontroller receives instructions over a serial RS-232
connection from the host computer to perform a set of maneuvers and also to monitor the
status of the UGV. The hardware design coupled with the estimation technique not only
simplified the electronic hardware design and improved the reliability of the system but
also brought down the design costs of the UGV.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) are an extension to human capabilities which are
capable of performing wide variety of outdoor tasks on rough terrains and in harsh
environments. UGVs are used for surveillance and tactical applications, exploration of
contaminated or other denied areas, driverless vehicles, etc.

The UGVs are either

teleoperated or autonomous in nature. The teleoperated UGV is generally controlled by a
human operator in a remote location using a communications link. The sensory feedback
from the UGV is interpreted by the human operator and in turn the operator makes the
decision about the movement of the UGV. The design of teleoperated UGVs is rather
simple as it requires only moderate computing abilities to be present with the UGV.
Autonomous UGVs on the other hand require minimal or no human intervention for their
operation. The autonomous UGVs have the ability to:
•

gain the knowledge of its environment

•

work with no human intervention

•

navigate to a specific location without human assistance

•

control its motion depending on its surroundings or terrain

•

detect and avoid obstacles, and

•

learn new capabilities without any outside assistance

Autonomous UGVs require moderate to heavy computing ability to achieve the features
mentioned earlier. UGV navigation requires internal motion sensors and is also
sometimes assisted by external references such as GPS satellites or beacons. UGVs
which use motion sensors to update its attitude information such as position, velocity and
orientation are called Inertial Navigation systems (INS) [1]. An inertial navigation system
uses a computer and motion sensing devices such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, etc. to
measure the change to its positional parameters and continuously update its positional
information. Low cost inertial navigation systems suffer from issues such as scaling
errors, bias and integration drift. Integration drift is the accumulation of small errors in
1

the measurement of linear and angular velocities into progressively large errors in
estimation of position, velocity and orientation of the UGV. Inertial navigation systems
may also be used to supplement other navigation systems such as Global Positioning
System (GPS) aided navigation to provide higher degree of accuracy by combining
information from both the systems. Control theory is also used for UGV navigation to
optimize the decisions related to UGV navigation by combining information from various
sensors.

With the advent of GPS, UGV navigation became more reliable and precise. Location
information of a GPS receiver can be obtained with an accuracy of 5ft using commercial
grade GPS [2]. Precise UGV navigation requires the UGV heading measurements from a
digital compass or a GPS module to perform accurate turns toward the target points.
UGV navigation on uneven terrain is a complex problem as it is difficult to model the
vehicle/terrain interactions due to uncertainty about the nature of the terrain [3]. Uneven
terrain causes wheel slip and also vibrates the UGV, thus introducing noise into UGV
heading information from compass. The noisy compass measurements coupled with lack
of accuracy in the UGV heading information obtained from the GPS makes the
navigation of UGV a challenging problem. Hence it is necessary to develop techniques
and methods to get an optimal estimate of the UGV heading to effectively implement the
autonomous navigation capabilities into the UGV.

1.2 Research Objectives
This research aims to design a reliable low cost navigation system and develop a
technique to minimize the error in the heading estimation of an autonomous UGV to
optimize the navigational behavior of the UGV. To accomplish this objective, the
following steps will be performed:
•

Conduct a literature review to explore the challenges and techniques of
autonomous UGV navigation.

•

Design a UGV using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) control and sensing
components. Analyze the performance of various techniques of autonomous UGV
navigation.

•

Implement a Kalman filter to optimize the estimation of UGV heading.
2

•

Integrate the control and sensing subsystem of the UGV using a Freescale 9S12
microcontroller.

•

Compare the performance of the UGV designed using COTS against the UGV
design using Freescale 9S12 microcontroller.

1.3 Scope
This research evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of using dedicated information
acquisition and control devices versus an integrated acquisition and control using a single
chip microcontroller for UGV hardware design. The mechanical design of the UGV
platform built for outdoor navigation is also covered in the scope of this research. This
research investigates the methods to optimally estimate the heading of the UGV on
uneven terrains by using a combination of information from various sensors. The scope
of this research also includes development of a simple algorithm for reliable waypoint
navigation.

1.4 Organization
This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter one is a brief introduction to the
background of the problem, the research objective and the scope of the research. Chapter
two is the literature review of the related work describing the challenges and techniques
for autonomous unmanned ground vehicle navigation, introduction to Kalman filter and
features of 9S12 microcontroller. Chapter three describes the design goals and realization
of the UGV platform used for this research effort. It contains the details about the
mechanical design of the UGV and also describes the design of control and sensing
hardware for the UGV. A description of the navigation algorithm, its software
implementation and Kalman filter application to improve the UGV navigation is also
covered. Chapter three concludes with the observations of the UGV behavior during field
tests and improvements required to increase the reliability of the system. Chapter four
describes the design of an integrated UGV control and sensing system using 9S12
microcontroller, the hardware interfacing, and the software re-design for UGV
navigation. Chapter five states the conclusions drawn from the research and suggestions
for future work. Appendices provide the detailed source code listing for the software
implementation and the specifications of the components used for this research effort.
3

Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction to UGV Navigation and Related Work
Recent advances in technologies for sensing and control of autonomous unmanned
ground vehicles (UGVs) have demonstrated the ability to accurately determine the
position and velocity information thereby leading to better performance of autonomous
navigational abilities of UGVs. Prior to the advent of GPS, inertial navigation systems
(INS) used motion sensors such as gyros, wheel encoders and accelerometers to calculate
the angular and linear velocities of the UGV to update the positional information with
respect to a reference point. The advantage of an INS is that no external reference is
required for the system to estimate the position and velocity of the UGV. These systems
inherently suffered from integration drift where small measurement errors added up
successively resulting into larger errors in the position and velocity information as the
time progresses. The integration drift problem worsens when the UGVs operate in
uncertain environments thus leading to inconsistent navigational behavior of UGV. More
precise INS can be designed using electro-mechanical or electro-optical sensors such as
laser-based gyros and integrated sensor devices such as MEMS technology (Micro
Electro-Mechanical System) [4]. The design of high precision INS is also a complex
issue and requires profound skills in signal processing, analog circuit design and
algorithms along with a lot of computing power. Due to the above considerations the high
precision INS are too expensive for most of the UGV applications.

With the advent of GPS, the absolute positional information of any object equipped with
a GPS receiver can be computed and the GPS positional information does not suffer with
the drift issue. Due to the above mentioned advantages GPS technology became popular
with UGV navigation. The navigation systems using GPS technology suffer with
problems related to loss or degradation of signal from satellites. The satellites come and
go into the view of the GPS receiver or sometimes the line of sight (LOS) to the satellites
4

is blocked due to tall structures like trees or buildings surrounding the UGV. Hence low
cost inertial navigation systems are generally used in tandem with the GPS to periodically
calibrate the INS to counter the drift issue. The INS can be used to estimate the positional
information of the UGV for short amounts of time when there is a GPS signal loss. A
waypoint navigation system implemented using MPRS Urban Robot (URBOT) tries to
compensate the GPS deficiencies such as loss of signal and noise by using inertial sensors
such as gyros, electro-magnetic compass and Hall Effect sensors in conjunction with the
Kalman filter [5]. The GPS loss is compensated by using the gyro and odometry
measurements to estimate the GPS position of the UGV. Extended Kalman filter has been
used to estimate the position of the UGV using the sensors measurements. In the absence
of GPS, the filter will automatically degrade to using gyro, compass and odometry in a
dead reckoning mode to provide the full estimate of the system. In order to counter the
inaccuracies leading from track slip errors in the absence of GPS, an artificial additional
state has been added to the model to estimate the track slip error which is influenced by
GPS velocity estimate. This state estimate assumes that the surface of operation does not
change in the interval of GPS signal loss. Tests have shown that the Kalman filter
estimates are approximately within 5 meters of GPS position without the aid of GPS and
the errors noticed are largely due to the inaccuracies of UGV heading estimates which is
measured indirectly from gyro used in the UGV. It has also been suggested that using a
fiber optic gyro would certainly make the estimates of Kalman filter better with the UGV
operating in the absence of GPS. The path following and the Kalman filter algorithms run
on a 66MHz PowerPC running a non-real time operating system (POSIX based pKernel).

A similar approach has been adopted to simulate the estimation of the navigation
accuracies using Kalman filter from noisy sensor inputs [6]. The sensor inputs considered
for this simulation are GPS, velocity encoder, Doppler velocity sensor, compass and a
steering sensor/gyro. For this simulation the vehicle is assumed to traverse on a perfectly
smooth, level terrain and no elevation changes are assumed to occur. Due to the
assumptions very small noise parameters are considered to design the model of the
system. The simulation results for a path following along a figure-8 course showed very
good results assuming good GPS accuracy. Simulation with degraded GPS accuracy has
shown considerable errors for the same experiment. The results show that the navigation
5

accuracies provided by the selected sensor suite is inappropriate for path following if
GPS accuracy is degraded. It has been concluded that additional sensors are needed to
increase the accuracy of estimation with degraded GPS performance.

A novel localization technique has been used to estimate the position of UGV from
different sensors such as stereo vision system, laser rage finder and UGV odometer [7].
Fuzzy extended Kalman filter consisting of an extended Kalman filter (EKF) and a set of
Fuzzy Logic controllers, is used for estimating the position of UGV. For EKF the noise
distribution of the system dynamics and sensor readings is described by zero mean
Gaussian distributions. It has been observed that the range readings from the laser
scanner that the noise distribution is a function of distance between the sensor and target.
Similar are the observations relating to the odometer, in which the noise increases with
the distance travelled by UGV. Hence the fuzzy controllers compute the noise of these
sensors based on the readings from the sensors. Membership functions Small, Medium
and Large are used to characterize the noise inputs of the systems based on the sensor
measurements. The lower the distance measurements observed on the sensors, the lower
is the noise variance. The measurements from the stereo vision camera and laser range
finders are used to compute the noise variances and thus estimate the position of UGV.
The landmarks are identified using their color and the distance estimation scheme using
stereo vision cameras is discussed in [8].

A localization scheme in a workshop or a semi-structured changing environment is a
challenging problem. Measurements from a vision based system with a priori knowledge
of the surroundings, UGV odometer and laser range finder are used in an extended
Kalman filter to estimate the position of the UGV [9]. The changing environment is
continuously updated in a 3D model of the environment which is known a priori and
containing some errors. The visible landmarks are captured by using a vertical edge point
and its two adjacent line segments by running edge. The best landmark (in an optimal
sense) is selected among all the available and visible landmarks aiming at minimizing the
location error variance.
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The above research results indicate that navigational abilities of UGVs can be improved
by application of filtering techniques like Kalman filter, extended Kalman filter, etc to
optimally estimate the state parameters of UGV such as its position, heading and
velocity. Outdoor UGV navigation not only requires rugged UGV platform but also
appropriate electronic sensing and control sub-systems to be used along with the UGV.
A brief description of the different electronic control and sensing components used in the
UGV design for this research effort, along with their specifications can be found in
Sections A.1 to A.9 in Appendix A.

2.2 Kalman Filter
2.2.1 Introduction
R.E. Kalman published his famous paper in 1960 [10], describing a recursive solution to
the discrete data linear filtering problem. Due to the advances in the field of digital
computing the Kalman filter is the subject of extensive research and has also been found
favorable to be applied to the problem of autonomous navigation. Kalman filter deals
with the problem of estimating the instantaneous state of a linear system from a
measurement that is linearly related to the state but is corrupted by Gaussian white noise.
In other words Kalman filter is an estimator for a linear-quadratic Gaussian problem. The
Kalman estimator is statically an optimal estimator for any quadratic function of
estimation error.

Mathematically, Kalman filter is a set of equations that provide an efficient recursive
computational solution to estimate the state of a process such that the mean squared error
is minimal. Kalman filter is extremely efficient and versatile as it can provide estimation
of past, present and future states even when precise characteristics of the modeled system
are unknown. Kalman filter is an effective process for combining noisy sensor outputs
and to estimate the state of the system. The Kalman filter or otherwise called as the
observer is under influence of two noise sources:
•

Process noise, which is the noise inherent to the system.

•

Measurement noise, which can also be called quantization noise.
7

2.2.2 Discrete Time Kalman Filter
This section discusses the application of Kalman filter for a discrete time system to
estimate the state of the system. Consider a discrete time controller process that is
governed by linear stochastic equation to estimate the state x ∈ R n

x k = Ax k −1 + Bu k −1 + wk −1

(2.1)

with a measurement z ∈ R m that is

z k = Hx k + v k .

(2.2)

The random variables wk and v k represent the process and measurement noise
respectively. The random variable

u k −1

represents the input to the system. The two noise

variables are independent of each other and are Gaussian in nature with probability
distributions

p ( w) = N (0, Q),
p (v) = N (0, R)

(2.3)
(2.4)

where Q and R represent the process and measurement noise covariance respectively.
The (n × n) matrix A in the Equation (2.1) relates the state at time step k − 1 to the state
at time step k . In practice A might change with time but for this discussion we assume it
to be constant. The (n × l ) matrix B relates the state at time step k to the optional input at
time step k − 1 . The (m × n) matrix H in Equation (2.2) relates the state to measurement
zk .
−
If xˆ k ∈ R n represents the a priori state estimate at step k and xˆ k ∈ R n represents the a

posteriori state estimate at step k given measurement z k . We can then define a priori and
a posteriori estimate errors as
−

−

ek = xk − xˆ k , and

(2.5)

ek = xk − xˆ k .

(2.6)

The a priori estimate error covariance is then
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−

−

P k = E[ek ek

−T

],

(2.7)

and the a posteriori estimate error covariance is
Pk = E[ek ek ] .
T

(2.8)

When the measurement error covariance R approaches zero the actual measurement z k is
−

trusted more and more while the predicted measurement Hxˆ k is trusted less and less. On
the other hand if the a priori error covariance approaches zero the predicted measurement
−

Hxˆ k is trusted more and more while the actual measurement z k is trusted less and less.
From the above discussion it can be observed that the Kalman filter algorithm is an
ongoing feedback estimation process. The update and feedback process is represented by
a set of equations which are categorized into two separate groups.
1. Time update or prediction equations
2. Measurement update or correction equations

The time update equations project the current state and covariance estimates forward in
the time to obtain a priori estimates for next step whereas the measurement update
equations handle feedback by obtaining a posteriori estimates given the new
measurement. The discrete time Kalman filter predictor – corrector recursive loop is
shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Kalman filter recursive loop
Equations (2.9) and (2.10) represent the discrete time Kalman filter time update and
measurement update equations. The first step in the measurement update equations is to
9

calculate the Kalman gain K k , as shown in Equation (2.11). z k is obtained by actual
measurement of the system. Using the actual measurement and the a priori estimate the a
posteriori estimate is computed using equation (2.12). The last step is to compute the a
posteriori error covariance using the Kalman gain and the a priori error covariance using
equation (2.13). As illustrated in Figure 2.2, after each time and measurement update pair
the recursive algorithm is repeated with the previous a posteriori estimates to predict the
new a priori estimates.

−
xˆk = Axˆk −1 + BU k −1
−

Pk = APk −1 AT + Q
−

(2.9)
(2.10)

−

K k = Pk H T ( HPk H T + R) −1

(2.11)

−
−
xˆ k = xˆ k + K k ( z k − Hxˆ k )

(2.12)

Pk = ( I − K k H ) Pk

−

(2.13)

Figure 2.2: A complete picture of Kalman filter
The following are some of the assumptions considered in the derivation of the Kalman
filter equations:
•

The measurement equations are linear and time-invariant.

•

The noise characteristics are stationary.
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2.2.3 Tuning the Kalman Filter
For the optimal performance of the filter good estimations of the system noise Q and
measurement noise R are required. Usually they can be measured off-line before the filter
operation. Large values of Q imply more uncertainty is injected into the model under
consideration. For optimal performance of the system depends on the choice of Q and R.
The tuning is usually performed off-line with the help of statistical methods.

2.3 Freescale 9S12 Microcontroller: The Hardware Interface
A microcontroller unit (MCU) is a computer containing a central micro-processor/central
processor unit (CPU), memory and Input/Output (IO) capabilities on a single chip.
Microcontrollers are generally programmed to perform a specific task, may be embedded
inside other devices, offer low-power computing facilities at small cost and have rugged
design to work in adverse environments. 9S12 [11] is a 48 pin Flash-based MCU which
can deliver 16-bit computing facility to a whole range of cost and space sensitive, general
purpose and automotive network applications. 9S12 is a Complex Instruction Set
Computer (CISC) with DSP-like instruction set and can support 16 bit arithmetic
instructions. The following are few of the key features of this device:
•

16-bit 9S12 core:
o MMC (memory map and interface)
o INT (interrupt control)
o BDM (background debug mode)

•

Memory options:
o 16K or 32Kbyte Flash EEPROM (erasable in 512-byte sectors)
o 64K, 96K or 128Kbyte Flash EEPROM (erasable in 1024-byte sectors)
o 1K, 2K or 4K byte RAM

•

Analog-to-digital converters:
o One 8-channel module with 10-bit resolution

•

Timer Module (TIM):
o 8-channel timer
o Each channel configurable as either input capture or output compare
o Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) mode
o 16-bit pulse accumulator
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•

PWM module:
o Programmable period and duty cycle
o 8-bit 6-channel or 16-bit 3-channel
o Center-aligned or left-aligned outputs

•

Serial Interfaces:
o One asynchronous serial communications interface (SCI)
o One synchronous serial peripheral interface (SPI)

•

Development Support:
o Single-wire background debug mode (BDM)

Many commercial platforms/development boards are available in the market using the
Freescale 9S12 microcontroller. NanoCore12DXC32 [12], designed by Technological
Arts Inc, is a low-cost platform featuring 9S12 microcontroller. NanoCore12DXC32 is a
32-pin dual in-line package, shown in Figure 2.3, with the following features:
•

based on the 9S12C32 MCU (48-pin LQFP version)

•

includes 8 MHz crystal

•

local 5 Volt low-dropout 100mA regulator

•

includes RS232 transceiver circuit

•

has on-chip Serial Monitor

•

supports standalone operation

•

32K Bytes Flash

•

2K Bytes RAM

Figure 2.3: NanoCore12DXC32 32-pin DIP
Further details about pin out and programming the NanoCore12DXC32 chip can be
found in Section A.10 of Appendix A.
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Chapter 3
UGV Design and Software Development
3.1 Design Goals
Autonomous UGVs are used for variety of purposes such as surveillance, exploration of
unknown areas, urban reconnaissance, driverless vehicles, etc. While some UGVs operate
indoors, there are numerous other applications where the UGV needs to operate in
outdoor environments. There can be multiple UGVs which are integrated into an
intelligent system which commands these UGVs to perform strategic maneuvers to
achieve the specified task. Since these UGVs are untethered in nature and usually
communicate with the control center using a wireless communication network, in order to
optimize the usage of the communication network the UGV is equipped with a host
computer which is capable of executing complex algorithms over the information
collected and send useful results back to the control center. The host computer makes
decisions and in turn commands the UGV to perform a maneuver or to respond to
information requests. This scheme of UGV operation was assumed for this research effort
as this makes the design of UGV fairly independent of the type of intelligent system it is
integrated into. The following are the design requirements of the UGV:
•

Since the UGV needs to be operated in outdoor environments, the mechanical
system of UGV should have necessary torque/power to be able to operate in
outdoor environments.

•

The UGV is equipped with a GPS receiver to compute its absolute location.

•

The UGV is equipped with a digital compass in order to know the UGV heading
when the UGV is stationary. It can also be used to provide reference to onboard
devices such as cameras to strategically pan and tilt towards a direction.

•

The UGV design supports a simple communication interface such as serial
connection in order to interface it with the host computer.

•

The UGV receives instructions from the host computer using a fixed command
protocol.
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•

UGV software design supports two types of commands from the host computer
namely, maneuver commands and the information request commands.

•

UGV design is equipped with a radio controller for manual operation, remote
power management during emergency situations and overriding autonomous
mode.

Pioneer 3-AT robotic platform [13] offers most of the capabilities mentioned above.
Pioneer 3-AT robot, shown in Figure 3.1, is an all-terrain robotic platform designed by
ActivMedia Robotics. Pioneer 3-AT offers many capabilities such as host computer
processing, GPS, compass, wheel encoders, laser range finders, obstacle detection, etc.
The base specifications of the original design of Pioneer 3-AT are shown in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Pioneer 3-AT robot
Gear Ratio

38.3 : 1

Max. Speed

2.68 MPH

Microprocessor

20MHz Hitachi H8S

Table 3.1: Pioneer 3-AT Specifications
The original design of the robot has been tested outdoors for its performance by making it
perform various maneuvers. It has been observed that the robot moves at very low speeds
and is underpowered to perform turns. In order to enhance the mechanical performance of
the robot, the motors in the original design have to be replaced with motors capable of
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providing higher torque and speed. The following section describes the salient changes
that have been done to enhance the mechanical performance of the Pioneer 3-AT robot.

3.2 Mechanical Design of the UGV
Two of the CIM [14] motors, shown in Figure 3.2, are used to power the drive train of the
UGV. The CIM motors have a stall torque of 311.54 inch – ounce and a top speed of
6000 RPM. The CIM motors are coupled with 12:1 gear boxes to increase the output
torque.

Figure 3.2: CIM motor
The motors along with the gearboxes are made as a unit. The CIM motors along with the
shaft encoder hardware are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: CIM motors and shaft encoder hardware
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The shaft encoder along with the circuit board is affixed on the shaft as shown in Figure
3.4. The shaft encoder disc has 128 slots cut in its circumference thus giving 128 pulses
every revolution of the disc or the wheel attached to the shaft.

Figure 3.4: Shaft encoder
The fragile shaft encoder disc is protected from mechanical damage using a protective
covering as shown in Figure 3.5. The sprocket slides on to the shaft of the motor along
the key in the shaft. The sprocket is locked using set screws on its circumference so that it
does not slide on the shaft. The motor unit after placing the sprocket on the shaft is shown
in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Shaft encoder protective case
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Two such motor units are assembled and are placed side by side facing opposite
directions inside the UGV as shown in Figure 3.6. The motor units are held in position by
affixing them to the chassis from the bottom. A timing belt transfers the power from the
motor to the drive axles of the front and rear wheels on either side.

Figure 3.6: Motors placement in UGV
Since the timing belt stretches during course of use, the design includes an adjustable
idler in order to tension the belt when needed. The timing belt and sprocket arrangement
design in the UGV is shown in Figure 3.7. The tension of the belt can be increased by
lifting up the idler sprocket and the tension can be decreased by pushing it down, shown
in Figure 3.7. The adjustable block along with the idler sprocket in the UGV is shown in
Figure 3.8

Figure 3.7: Sprocket and Timing belt arrangement
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Figure 3.8: Tensioning timing belt
Preliminary tests have shown that the UGV is capable of reaching speeds up to 10 MPH
and the UGV has enough torque to move on the grass or on carpet. The UGV also has
good low speed drivability. The salient enhancements that have been done to the original
design of the UGV are:
•

Replace the existing motors with CIM motors to improve the speed and torque
characteristics of the UGV.

•

Use high current motor driver module to interface with the CIM motors.

•

Metal re-enforced belts which use metal wires embedded into the belts are used to
transfer power from motors to drive axles. These belts are observed to last longer
than the original belts.

•

The operational time of the robot has been increased by using four 12 Volt 10Ah
Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries.

3.3 Improving the Mechanical Design of UGV using Chain Drive
Although the mechanical design of the UGV was improved by using metal re-enforced
belts, the ridges on the belt were observed to wear off due to speed of operation and the
terrain. Due to this issue the belt design of the UGV requires regular replacement of the
belt for proper functioning of the UGV. In order to improve the mechanical strength of
the UGV, the belt was replaced with a #25 chain as shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Chain drive UGV design
It was observed that the chain offered a rigid and rugged drive system to the UGV when
compared to the UGV design using belt. The UGV was capable of reaching speeds up to
10 MPH and also no significant operating noise of the UGV has been observed because
of the chain. Due to the replacement of the motors, the entire electronic control
subsystem of the robot required to be remodeled due to the incompatibility of the existing
electronic control subsystem with the CIM motors. In order to simplify the design and to
rapidly prototype the electronic control subsystem of the UGV, COTS modules called
Phidgets [15] have been used. Phidgets are low cost USB control and sensing equipment
manufactured by Phidget, Inc. The requirement for a small PC arose due to the fact that
Phidgets support a USB interface and are designed to operate from a PC. EEE PC, a
small light weight PC designed by Asus [16], is placed on the UGV to interface the
COTS modules. EEE PC has been found favorable for this application due to its small
structure, solid state drive which is less susceptible to mechanical shock damage and less
power consumption. For further details about the Phidgets and EEE PC, please refer to
Sections A.5 and A.6 of Appendix A, respectively. The UGV was also equipped with a
radio controller for remote power management, manual operation of UGV and switching
the robot status between autonomous/manual modes. Specifications of the radio
controller and receiver hardware can be found in Section A.9 of Appendix A.
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3.4 Rapid Prototyping of UGV Using COTS modules and Mini PC
3.4.1 Interfacing Electronic components
In this design Phidget devices have been used for rapid hardware prototyping and
modular access to each of the electronic subsystem. The Phidget device used for each of
the sub-systems and its functionality in the operation of the UGV is listed in Table 3.2.

Phidget Device
Analog Interface Kit

High Speed Encoder Kit
Motor Controller

Functionality
Monitor motor and computer battery voltages.
Samples digital input from the radio controller
which is used to infer the autonomous/manual
control status of the UGV.
Track the encoder counts on left and right
wheels.
Generate PWM signal to control speed and
direction of rotation of motors

Table 3.2: Phidget devices and their functionality
The EEE PC acts as a central node which is interfaced to most of the electronic subsystems. It not only receives information from encoders, GPS, digital compass and
battery status of the UGV but also controls the UGV motion using the Phidget motor
controller. Additionally, the EEE PC provides a serial interface to receive commands
from the host computer. The interfacing of all the electronic sub-systems in the UGV is
depicted in Figure 3.10. All the Phidget modules, digital compass, host computer and the
GPS are connected to the EEE PC through a USB hub.
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Figure 3.10: UGV electronic subsystem
The GPS module supports a RS-232 interface, hence a serial to USB converter is required
to interface GPS to USB hub. The EEE PC acts as a primary control point for
autonomous navigation of the UGV, it performs following functions:
•

Receives commands from the host computer and executes them

•

Samples location information from GPS and heading information from the
compass to update the host computer about its location and orientation

•

Receives the shaft encoder counts from left and right wheels to compute the
distance travelled by the UGV

•

Monitor the battery status of the motor and computer batteries

•

Control the motor movement using Phidget motor controller to perform a
maneuver

•

Samples the robot operation status information from the radio controller to
execute commands when the UGV is in autonomous mode

•

Skips UGV maneuver commands received from the host computer when the UGV
is in manual mode
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In order to implement the features such as remote power management, manual control
and switching the UGV operation between manual/autonomous modes, a circuit board is
designed which multiplexes the motor control signals from computer and radio control
based on the mode of operation of the UGV. The design goals and the circuit operation
are described in the following section.

3.4.2 Interfacing Radio Controller to the UGV
The radio controller acts as master device to exclusively give control to manual user or
EEE PC to operate the UGV in autonomous mode. A circuit board was designed to
interface the radio control receiver to interpret signals from the radio controller to:
•

Remotely switch on and switch off the power to the robot,

•

Toggle between manual control and autonomous mode, and

•

Multiplex PWM signals from motor controller and radio controller to motor
driver depending on mode of UGV operation.

A dedicated circuit board, shown in Figure 3.11, containing radio controlled relays and a
programmed GAL (Generic Array Logic) chip is interfaced with the radio control
receiver. One of the radio controlled relays is used to remotely control the power of the
UGV and the other responds to the manual/autonomous selector switch on the radio
control. The GAL chip multiplexes the PWM signals from Phidget motor controller and
the radio control receiver depending on the status of the two radio controlled relays
mentioned earlier. Further details about the implementation of the logic in the GAL chip
can be found in Section A.13 of Appendix A.

Figure 3.11: Radio control interfacing circuit board
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3.4.3 UGV Power Supply Circuit
The power supply to the robot is controlled as shown in Figure 3.12. The robot has to be
manually powered on to switch on the radio receiver and the radio controlled ON/ OFF
relay will control the power to the robot. The entire circuit is protected with a 10A fuse to
prevent any damage to the electronics of the robot. The radio controlled relay in turn
switches on the relays 1, 2, 3 and 4 connected to switches SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4
respectively to supply power to motors, computer, GPS, etc. Two 12V batteries are
connected in parallel for motors and two 12V batteries are connected in parallel to power
the rest of the electronics in the robot.

Figure 3.12: Robot power supply
The motor battery status, computer battery status and manual/autonomous status bit are
monitored using the Analog Interface Kit. The Interface Kit can convert analog voltage
value into digital data up to maximum of 5 V. Since the batteries supply 12V, a voltage
divider is used to sample a proportion of input voltage from the batteries to the Interface
Kit.
The status bit which is used to determine whether the robot is in autonomous mode or
manual mode is read from one of the digital inputs on the Interface Kit. The digital input
is retrieved from the autonomous/manual radio-controlled relay on the custom circuit
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board. Figure 3.13 depicts the layout of the COTS modules inside the UGV and Figure
3.14 depicts the completed UGV designed using COTS modules.

Figure 3.13: COTS modules inside UGV

Figure 3.14: UGV designed using COTS modules
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Use of COTS modules enables the software development to be done in a modular fashion
and allows direct access to digital information instead spending additional CPU cycles to
process the raw information. Phidget devices support high level languages such as Java,
C#, etc which enable rapid development of applications without much consideration to
low level details. The next section describes the navigation algorithm and its software
implementation.

3.5 UGV Navigation Software for Mini PC
C# was used as the programming language to develop navigation software for the robot
due its following features:
•

C# is an object oriented programming language thus enabling user to develop
modularized software.

•

C# helps in rapid prototyping of the software as most of the software components
are readily available in Microsoft .NET framework thus cutting down the
development time.

•

Multithreading is inherently supported in the original specification of the C#
programming language and also easier to use. Hence C# supports parallel
execution of commands using Multithreading.

•

Phidget libraries are available for .NET environment and hence can be used by C#
to access those devices.

3.5.1 Software Architecture
The UGV navigation software is programmed to use the multithreading functionality.
The UGV main program executes on one thread and the maneuver commands from the
host computer are served on another thread, thus making the application responsive to
series of commands received from the host computer. The main program spawns robot
control thread when the UGV receives commands to physically turn the robot toward a
certain direction or move to a waypoint. The main program when launched creates
software objects of the control and sensing components listed below using their
respective C# classes:
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•

GPS

•

Digital Compass

•

Analog Interface Kit

•

Shaft Encoders

•

Phidget Motor Controller

The GPS software module opens a serial connection to the GPS hardware and registers
itself to the data events from the device. It decodes the positional information and the
heading information received from the GPS. For further details about the information
format received from the GPS and its conversion, please refer to Section A.11 of
Appendix A. The latitude, longitude and heading information is decoded from the GPS
strings and the appropriate variables are updated with the new values which will be used
by different parts of the program.

The compass software module opens a serial connection with the digital compass
hardware and registers itself to the data events from the device. It decodes the heading
information obtained from the serial port interface of the digital compass. Additional
information about the message format and its decoding can be found in Section A.12 of
Appendix A. The decoded compass value is stored in a class variable which will be used
by the rest of the program.

The Interface kit software module initializes the Phidget Analog Interface Kit and
registers to listen for events related to change of information about the devices connected
to the hardware. It retrieves the computer and motor battery voltages in digital form. The
shaft encoder software module opens an exclusive access to both the shaft encoders, the
left and right shaft encoders are identified using the serial numbers of the encoder kits. It
reads the position of the encoder and relative position change to store them in variables
which will be used for robot navigation. This module also supports to reset the counters
for both the shaft encoders.

The Motor control software module opens an exclusive access to the Phidget motor
controller and supports methods to set the motor speeds, stop the motors and decelerate
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motors to a halt. All the software modules for Phidget devices support methods to
monitor the attach and detach events for the Phidgets so as to debug any erratic behavior
in the operation of the UGV.

The software architecture of the navigation application is shown in Figure 3.15. The
application when launched starts the main program which initializes all the Phidget
devices, GPS and magnetic compass. The main thread not only responds to the
instructions from the host computer but also services interrupts from the shaft encoders,
analog interface kit, GPS and magnetic compass.

Figure 3.15: UGV navigation software architecture

3.5.2 Control Flow
The main thread receives a notification of the arrival of new command. If the new
command is an information request command requesting information such as GPS
coordinates, UGV heading, etc., it responds to the command with the required
information without affecting the execution of current command, if any. If the new
command is a new maneuver, it aborts the execution of current command, stops the UGV
and spawns a new thread to perform new maneuver. The flow chart indicating the control
flow of main thread is shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Flowchart indicating control flow in the main thread

3.5.3 Command Execution Thread
The command execution thread is spawned whenever there is a command to physically
move the UGV towards a particular waypoint. The new command flag is set, when there
is a new command from the host computer and the contents of the command are copied
into the command buffer. The main thread which is iterating on that flag checks the new
command flag periodically and performs the following three operations:
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1) It checks for the existence of the robot control thread, which if is not alive means
that the execution of previous command, if any, is completed and the robot is
waiting for a new command.
2) If there is a new command and the robot is in manual mode, it skips the execution
of the command.
3) If there is a new command and the robot is in autonomous mode, the main thread
checks if there is a robot control thread already in execution and aborts it. The
main thread stops the robot motors and spawns a new robot control thread to
execute the new command. It also resets the new command flag and waits for it to
be set by the main thread which receives the commands. After the new robot
control thread is spawned step 1 cannot be executed since the robot control thread
is alive.

Upon the arrival of the new maneuver command, the robot control thread decodes the
current instruction and calls appropriate methods. If the current command is to move to a
GPS waypoint it decodes the target GPS point from the command data and calls the
method which makes the robot move to the target waypoint. The GPS waypoint
navigation is a two step process consisting of turning towards the target point and
navigating towards that point. Hence two basic maneuvers that need to be implemented to
perform the navigation are turn and drive straight. The implementation of these two
maneuvers is described in the following two sections.

3.5.4 UGV Turn Maneuver
The navigation method calculates the angular difference between the current robot
heading and the target heading it needs to turn towards to go to a waypoint. It performs a
turn operation if the angular difference is greater than a threshold value. The robot slowly
turns towards the target heading and continuously monitors its current heading using
digital compass. It stops the turn maneuver if the angular difference between the current
UGV heading and the target heading is less than the threshold value. The flowchart
depicting the implementation of turn maneuver is shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Turn maneuver flowchart

3.5.5 Driving UGV along a straight line using PI controller
The UGV can be driven along a straight line by equalizing the shaft encoder
measurements on left wheel and right wheel, assuming that there is no wheel slippage. A
closed loop control system such as PI or PID controller can be used to equalize the
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encoder counts by altering the speeds of left or right wheel so as to drive the UGV along
a straight line. After the UGV accelerates to reach the target PWM value, the left or right
encoder measurement is taken as a reference and a PI controller is implemented for the
measurements from the other encoder. In this way the speed of one of the wheels of the
UGV is held constant and the speed of the other wheel is controlled using the PI
controller in order to drive the UGV along a straight line. The flowchart depicting the
implementation of drive straight maneuver is depicted in Figure 3.18. Although this
approach drives the UGV along a straight line when there is no wheel slippage, the UGV
motion becomes biased in the presence of wheel slippage. This issue is handled in the
navigation algorithm.

Figure 3.18: UGV drive straight flowchart
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3.5.6 UGV Navigation Algorithm
After the UGV receives the command to navigate to a specified waypoint, it turns
towards the waypoint and stops. It slowly picks up the acceleration and navigates towards
the waypoint. Figure 3.19 depicts the flowchart for the navigation algorithm. The UGV
navigation algorithm can be broken down into series of steps as follows:

1) The UGV receives the destination GPS waypoint from the host computer.
2) The current position and heading information of the UGV are retrieved from the
GPS and the digital compass respectively.
3) The target heading of the UGV is computed using the current and the destination
GPS points. The UGV turns towards the target GPS waypoint using the digital
compass measurements and stops.
4) The total distance between the two GPS waypoints is broken down into fixed
number of smaller distance targets called milestones. The UGV slowly accelerates
to reach the target speed.
5) The UGV tries to travel along a straight line while it periodically checks if it has
completed the milestone or has reached the target point.
6) If the UGV has reached the target, the navigation is assumed to be complete and
the deceleration method is called to stop the UGV in a smooth fashion.
7) If it has completed the milestone, it checks the angular deviation between the
current heading and the newly calculated target heading.
8) If the angular deviation is larger than the tolerance the UGV is adjusted
proportionally towards the target point and executes step 5 to accomplish the next
milestone. This allows UGV to correct its direction to counter the wheel slippage
issue.
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Figure 3.19: UGV waypoint navigation flowchart
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3.5.7 Field Tests and Observations
The initial tests completely relied on the compass measurements to navigate the UGV
towards the target point. The UGV was observed to be able to navigate to the waypoints
in a consistent manner on smooth terrain, however, the robot behavior was observed to be
erratic and inconsistent on an uneven terrain. The compass measurements were collected
and were observed to contain some random noise. To analyze the compass noise and to
improve UGV navigation behavior a stable measurement for UGV heading was required.
Hemisphere V100 [17] GPS module can give accurate position and heading information.
V100 measurements have also been observed to be very immune to the operating terrain,
hence it was chosen as a benchmark for comparison of UGV heading measurements. The
Hemisphere V100 is only used to perform a comparative study instead of a replacement
for digital compass and GPS due to the following reasons:
•

It is a very expensive GPS unit costing about $3000.

•

The GPS unit is very bulky weighing about 3.3lb and also wider than the UGV.
Its design is mainly targeted for large vessels and not for small UGVs.

Also, using V100 with the UGV prevents easy access to batteries and other components
inside the UGV. For further details and specifications of V100, please refer Section A.1.2
of Appendix A. A plot of compass and GPS heading measurements against the actual
UGV heading measured using V100 GPS module for an uneven terrain are shown in
Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21. The plots shown in Figures 3.20 and 3.21 depict the heading
information of UGV which starts from a stationary position and starts to move along a
straight line for a fixed amount of distance. It can be observed that the compass
measurements are not only corrupted with random noise but also are offset from actual
UGV heading. The following factors can be accounted for the noisy compass
measurements:
•

Although the compass was mounted high above the UGV using a vertical fiber
glass rod to minimize the electro-magnetic interference, the motors and the
cables carrying high currents are observed to have some affect on the compass
measurements

•

Uneven or bumpy terrain shakes the UGV platform thereby vibrates the compass
mount
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•

Magnetic materials or large ferrous structures in the vicinity of the compass.

Partial reduction of electro-magnetic interference was achieved by using magnetic shield
on electric motors, but the compass measurements were still observed to be offset due to
interference from other sources. Although GPS gives heading information, shown in
Figure 3.21, the heading information obtained from GPS is completely unreliable when
the UGV is stationary and improves as the UGV starts moving.

Figure 3.20: Compass measurements on an uneven terrain

Figure 3.21: GPS measurements on an uneven terrain
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It can be observed that the initial measurements of the digital compass are quite stable
and become noisier as the UGV moves. On the other hand the GPS heading goes awry
initially and slowly settles down near the actual UGV heading with some jitter in its
measurements. The occasional spikes in the GPS heading measurements during the
motion of UGV can be attributed to various factors such as temporary loss of signal,
multipath fading and change in the number of visible satellites to the receiver. To
minimize the compass and GPS errors a moving window average filter was implemented
on both the measurements to obtain the average heading of the robot. Figure 3.22 depicts
the plot of the raw compass values, heading obtained from GPS and averages compass
values.

Figure 3.22: Plot of GPS, Compass and Average Headings
The moving average values obtained for a window size of 100 values (15 – 20 sec) of
compass measurements were observed to give a decent curve along the GPS heading. The
average compass value is compared against the average GPS heading, if the both the
average GPS heading and the average compass heading are close to each other, the
average of the GPS heading and the compass heading is taken to further reinforce the
validity of the average heading of the UGV. This computation has made the robot more
enduring to the bumpy terrains and observed to have exhibiting a satisfactory movement.
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3.6 Optimizing UGV Heading Estimate Using Kalman Filter
3.6.1 Introduction
The reliability of the autonomous behavior of an UGV is dependant upon the accuracy of
the information about its position and heading. The position and heading information of
the UGV can be relative or absolute. Relative position and heading information of the
UGV is obtained using measurements from onboard sensors such as gyroscopes, wheel
encoders, accelerometers, etc. On the other hand satellite-based signals such as GPS,
landmarks or beacons are used to retrieve the absolute position of the UGV. The relative
or absolute measurements of UGV position and heading are susceptible to errors which
can be directly related to some of the system variables, bear an indirect relationship with
system variables or occur intermittently due to unknown factors. Similarly, a UGV which
has a large number of heterogeneous sensors with each sensor providing some useful
information contains noise due to all or any of the above mentioned factors. By removing
most of this inherent noise, an optimal estimate of position and heading information of
the UGV can be calculated. Filtering techniques have found practical utility to provide
estimation of quantities based on measurements which are indirect, inexact, incomplete
and intermittent. Kalman filter is widely used in navigation industry and research to
obtain an optimal solution to may intractable problems.

Kalman filter is a recursive mathematical approach to construct an optimal estimate of
the system state based on the knowledge of the system, measurements related to the
system and the description of system noise along with the measurement errors. The
Kalman filter uses sequential sets of information, prior knowledge of the state and the
new data to interpolate subsequent state. The priori knowledge of the state, also called
covariance matrix, is improved each iteration which leads to better estimation of the
subsequent state. This recursive process is shown as a flowchart in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23: Kalman filter flowchart
In the current scenario, the UGV is equipped with two sensors, a digital compass and a
GPS. The compass measurements are observed to be affected by electro-magnetic
interference produced by the motors, cables carrying high currents, magnetic materials in
the vicinity of the compass and uneven or bumpy terrain producing vibrations in the
compass mount. The compass offset from actual value due to the electro-magnetic
interference is also observed to be varying depending upon the orientation of the UGV.
Figure 3.24 depicts the jitter in the heading information from compass and GPS when the
UGV moves along a straight line on a smooth terrain. The jitter in the compass and GPS
measurements for a similar movement on grassy or an uneven terrain is shown in Figure
3.25. The large peaks in the GPS can be attributed to inability of the GPS module to
calculate the UGV heading when the UGV is stationary. Once the UGV starts moving, it
can be observed that the GPS heading information improves in comparison with the
actual UGV heading. In the earlier navigation schemes a moving window averaging filter
with a window size of 15 – 20 seconds has been used on both GPS and compass
measurements to estimate the average heading of the UGV. Although moving window
average filter gave decent results for estimating the average heading of the UGV, it fails
to give accurate short term measurements of the UGV heading when the UGV slightly
alters its direction of motion. The noise from the compass and GPS measurements has to
be filtered in order to optimize the UGV heading estimation. The next section describes
the modeling of Kalman filter for application to compass and GPS measurements, so as
to suppress the noise and improve the UGV heading estimation.
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Figure 3.24: GPS and Compass heading plot on a smooth terrain

Figure 3.25: GPS and Compass heading plot on an uneven terrain
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3.6.2 UGV Heading Estimation Modeling Using Kalman Filter
This section will describe the modeling and application of Kalman filter to heading
information obtained from compass and GPS to optimize the estimation of UGV heading.
The Kalman filter modeling for a system requires identification of the following
parameters:
•

state vector/variable

•

driving function or state inputs

•

state measurements

The state vector/variable is the parameter that needs to be optimized/estimated, in this
case it is UGV heading. The state measurements are obtained from compass and GPS
heading measurements. The state input is required to predict the next estimate of the state
vector/variable, the UGV heading. Given the current heading of the UGV, a gyro can be
used to estimate the angular rotation of the UGV and thus compute its new heading.
Hence the UGV was equipped with a rate gyro to measure the angular rotation of the
UGV. The gyro used with the UGV is Analog Devices, ADXRS150EB [18] which is
capable of providing angular rate up to ± 150o/sec. For further information and list of
specifications of the gyro, please refer Section A.3 of Appendix A. The gyro
measurement acts as the driving function or state input to predict the UGV heading.
Figure 3.22 depicts the model for Kalman filter estimation of UGV heading. It is
important to note that two Kalman filters have been implemented instead of using the
GPS and compass heading information as state measurements for a single Kalman filter.
This is due to the fact that the estimation being done in both the cases is for the same
variable, UGV heading. Also the information from the GPS and compass is independent
of one another thus disallowing from relating them using a common model.

The

observations from Figures 3.20 and 3.21 shows that the compass measurements are
sometimes offset from the actual heading value and GPS heading information show jitter
about the actual UGV heading, hence the filtered measurements are fused together to
optimize the UGV heading estimate.
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Figure 3.26: Kalman filter estimation model for compass and GPS measurements
Although it is reasonable to assume that the filtered GPS heading information is going to
be fairly accurate when compared to filtered compass measurements, this assumption is
likely to fail when there is temporary loss of GPS signal or loss of precision in GPS
measurements due to change in satellite configuration. A better estimate of the UGV
heading can be obtained by fusing the filtered compass and GPS measurements.

3.6.3 Implementing Kalman Filter for Compass and GPS Measurements
The optimality of the heading information depends on the criteria and assumptions
chosen to implement the Kalman filter. Although the Kalman filter theory is applicable
for a linear system corrupted with white Gaussian noise, the assumption of white
Gaussian noise is generally not applicable for the UGV under consideration. The noise
characteristics in the compass and GPS measurements are observed to be random and
varying with the terrain of operation, nevertheless useful results can be obtained by
assuming suitable conditions for the applicability of the Kalman filter. Some accurate
results have also been observed using Gaussian estimate of the noise for UGV sensor
measurements [19]. The gyro information is used to project the future estimate of the
UGV heading. The estimate is compared against the actual measurement obtained from
the digital compass and the discrepancy is used to update the Kalman gain and the priori
knowledge of the filter. The priori knowledge of the system (covariance matrix) and the
gyro information are two useful parameters using which future estimates of the heading
information can be obtained. The following steps describe the implementation of the
Kalman filter for the heading information obtained from the digital compass:
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•

The state transition matrix and the observation matrix are assumed be identity
matrices as the information received from the compass is used without any further
modifications.

•

Gyro/process noise and the measurement/compass noise covariance values are
computed from steady state signal measurements.

•

The Kalman gain and the error covariance matrices are initialized to zero.

•

The robot is assumed to be stationary during the initialization of the filter, hence
the initial value of the estimate can be assumed to be heading obtained from the
digital compass.

•

The estimate is updated with the gyro information to predict the UGV heading
using Eq. (2.9).

•

The a priori error covariance matrix is determined using the state transition
matrix, a posteriori error covariance matrix from the previous cycle and the
system noise using Eq. (2.10).

•

The predicted estimate is compared against the measured compass heading to
calculate the residual.

•

Kalman gain is computed using the a priori error covariance matrix, measurement
noise and the observation matrix using Eq. (2.11).

•

The obtained value of the Kalman gain is used to obtain the a posteriori state
estimate using the a priori state estimate, Kalman gain and the residual
information using Eq. (2.12).

•

The a posteriori error covariance matrix is projected using the Kalman gain,
observation matrix and the a priori error covariance matrix using Eq. (2.13).

Since the system model consists of only one state variable which is UGV heading, the
size of each of the matrices used in the computations performed above is 1 x 1 or simply
a scalar value. The code snippets to initialize the system variables and the recursive
Kalman filter computation are shown in Figures 3.27 and 3.28, the programming
language used to develop the Kalman filter is C#. The flowchart depicting the above
recursive Kalman filter computation is shown in Figure 3.29.
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Figure 3.27: Code snippet to initialize the system variables

Figure 3.28: Code snippet to compute recursive Kalman filter

Figure 3.29: Kalman filter flowchart for compass estimation
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A similar implementation was done for filtering the GPS obtained heading information to
remove the noise associated with the GPS heading information. The GPS heading was
observed to have large errors when the UGV is stationary but gives decent heading
information when in motion. Due to the unreliability of the GPS heading when the UGV
is stationary, the initial estimate of the heading information is assigned with the compass
measured heading. The following section describes the observations of the performance
of the Kalman filter for GPS and compass information.

3.6.4 Field Tests and Observations
The performance of the filter is observed by plotting the log of the raw and filtered
information from GPS and digital compass. The navigation software is modified to
spawn a thread which executes the Kalman filter on information obtained from digital
compass and GPS. The UGV is made to navigate to a waypoint and simultaneously
execute Kalman filter on the other thread. Figures 3.30 and 3.31 depict the raw and
filtered values of the heading information obtained from digital compass and GPS
respectively for a smooth surface, Figures 3.32 and 3.33 depict similar information for an
uneven terrain. It can be observed that the Kalman filter is quite successful in eliminating
most of the noise content in the raw information. The suppressed noise computed by
taking the difference between the filtered heading information and the measured heading
information of GPS and compass is also depicted in Figures 3.30, 3.31, 3.32 and 3.33.
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Figure 3.30: Kalman filtered compass data for smooth terrain

Figure 3.31: Kalman filtered GPS data for smooth terrain
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Figure 3.32: Kalman filtered compass data for uneven terrain

Figure 3.33: Kalman filtered GPS data for uneven terrain
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3.6.5 Using V100 as a Benchmark to Optimize UGV Heading Estimation
To optimize the estimation of UGV heading a comparative study was performed to
observe the behavior of filtered compass and GPS headings against V100 measurements.
Figure 3.34 depicts a plot of the filtered compass and GPS headings against the heading
information obtained from V100 GPS, when the UGV is autonomously driven between
two points along a straight line. The initial values of the filtered GPS and compass
estimates are initialized to the heading measurement from the compass due to the
assumption that the compass gives fairly stable and accurate heading information when
the UGV is stationary. It can be observed from Figure 3.34 that the filtered GPS heading
information becomes stabilized and moves closer to the V100 heading information as the
UGV starts moving. Also the difference between the filtered compass heading and V100
heading information can be approximated to a constant value, shown in Figure 3.34.

Figure 3.34: Filtered heading information compared against V100 heading data
Although GPS heading information can be used to navigate the UGV, possible loss of
GPS signal results in large errors in heading estimation. Better heading estimation can be
obtained by offsetting the compass heading by an averaged offset value between the
compass and GPS heading. Observations have shown that approximately after 25 - 30
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cycles or 5 - 6 seconds (loop time 200ms) after the UGV starts moving the GPS heading
converges with the V100 heading. Hence the UGV is navigated along a straight line until
the start of estimation process and then the estimated values are used to navigate the
UGV to the target point.

The loss of GPS signal may lead to increase in the average offset value and thus induce
errors into the UGV heading estimates. To counter this situation a suitable threshold
value for the average offset is fixed which can be obtained by collecting the compass and
GPS heading information by navigating the UGV in various directions and terrains. It
was observed that the offset between the compass and GPS obtained heading was always
within thirty degrees. A dynamic weight average technique is used to offset the filtered
compass information by assigning higher weight for lower values of average offset values
and vice versa. The UGV heading estimation was improved by using this approach and it
closely follows the V100 heading measurements. Figures 3.35 and 3.36 depict the filtered
compass and GPS heading, UGV estimate heading and the V100 heading measurements
on smooth and uneven terrains respectively. The difference between the UGV heading
estimate and the V100 heading measurements is also plotted in Figures 3.35 and 3.36.

Figure 3.35: UGV heading estimate for smooth terrain
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Figure 3.36: UGV heading estimate for an uneven terrain
Using this filtering and estimation scheme, the autonomous navigation behavior of the
UGV was tested and was found to successfully navigate to the target points. The
estimated data can be further smoothened by using a moving window average to compute
the average heading of the UGV over a period of time. Figure 3.37 depicts the moving
window averaged UGV heading for a window size of ten, against the estimated UGV
heading and the V100 heading information. Figure 3.38 depicts the error plots of moving
window averaged heading and the estimated heading values against the V100 heading
information.

Figure 3.37: UGV heading estimate using moving window average
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Figure 3.38: UGV heading error comparison
To verify the reliability of this technique the UGV was made to navigate along a course
of four waypoints which approximately form a rectangular box. The UGV heading
measurements, the heading estimates, GPS coordinates of the UGV and the V100
heading measurements are collected by making the UGV navigate along this course for
ten iterations. Figure 3.39 depicts the comparison plot of GPS measurements from A100
and V100 modules as the UGV navigates along the course of four waypoints. The
repeatability of the UGV navigation along the given waypoints is depicted in Figure 4.40.
The green lines in Figure 4.40 indicate the error bounds for each of the edges of the UGV
course. The width of the error bounds for each of the edges of the course was computed
from the collected data and the average value was found to be less than 10 ft (8.8
feet).The average heading noise in each of the signals furnishing the UGV heading
information against the V100 heading data is tabularized in Table 3.3. It can be observed
from the data that the Kalman filter was successful in eliminating most of the noise
content from the heading measurements to obtain an optimum estimate of the UGV
heading.
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Figure 3.39: GPS measurements comparison plot for UGV navigation

Figure 3.40: UGV navigation repeatability plot
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Heading Information Source
Raw Compass Data
Raw GPS Data
Filtered Compass Data
Filtered GPS Data
Estimated Heading Data
Moving Average Heading Data

Mean Noise
21.5108
21.4919
18.2075
6.2599
5.6152
4.7548

Table 3.3: Average heading noise in signals furnishing UGV heading information

3.7 Summary
The UGV hardware design is not only simplified by using Phidgets but also the use of
high level languages like C# allowed for rapid prototyping of the software for UGV
navigation. Although there are advantages to the modular approach of the hardware and
software design of the UGV, a few observations that have been made during the testing
process are mentioned below:
•

Strict timing loops are difficult to program in a windows operating system for PC
due to non-real time nature of the operating system.

•

Issues related to device drivers to operate Phidget devices have been encountered
which could not be debugged due to non-availability of its source code.

•

The USB hub used to interface all the electronic sub-systems to the computer
sometimes fails to supply enough current to power them. Hence a few devices
required to be connected directly to the computer.

•

Sporadic Phidget attach and detach events were noticed to happen, during which
communication is lost with the Phidget devices. Although these events can be
monitored specific reason for this behavior cannot be determined.

The application of Kalman filter has demonstrated a significant improvement in the
estimation of UGV heading. Since the noise model dealt with the Kalman filter in the
above discussion is neither white nor Gaussian, it required extensive testing, data
collection, visualization and analysis with different values of noise co-variances for GPS,
digital compass and the gyro to come up with the appropriate numbers which gives
satisfactory results.
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Chapter 4
UGV Design Using a Microcontroller
4.1 Introduction and Design Goals
Although the distributed control and sensing design of the UGV using COTS modules
helps for rapid prototyping of navigation software along with modular access to
hardware, the use of Phidgets consumed a considerable space inside the UGV. The UGV
design introduces a tendency for multiple failure points and increased power
consumption. Also, strict timing loop control cannot be achieved due to the non-real time
nature of the operating system used for the navigation application. The UGV design can
be further improved if the following considerations were taken into account:
•

Reduce the number of failure points by integrating the functionality of all the
Phidget devices using a single chip microcontroller.

•

The microcontroller module for control and sensing is interfaced with the host
computer using a simple communication interface such as RS-232.

•

Strict timing loops can be established in microcontrollers as they are generally
programmed to perform a specific task, hence real-time performance can be
achieved using the microcontroller.

•

Redesigning and migrating the navigation software from Asus EEE PC to host
computer, thereby obviating the use of Asus EEE PC.

•

Interfacing the navigation unit comprising of GPS and digital compass with the
host computer.

4.2 Integrating Control and Sensing Using Freescale 9S12
There are several implementation platforms using Freescale 9S12 microcontroller for
embedded systems development, training, research and prototyping. NanoCore12DXC32
is a low-cost platform for quick development and prototyping of embedded systems using
9S12 microcontroller. NanoCore12DXC32 supports features such as analog-to-digital
conversion, input capture/output compare, built-in RS-232 driver and PWM signal
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generation. NanoCore12DXC32 acts as the central UGV controller and the
interconnection

between

various

electronic

sub-systems

in

the

UGV

using

NanoCore12DXC32 microcontroller is shown in Figure 4.1. It can be observed that the
microcontroller unit is interfaced to shaft encoders, radio control receiver, PWM motor
controllers, motor battery status analog input, computer battery status analog input, gyro
and host computer. The host computer is now interfaced with the navigation unit
comprising of the GPS and digital compass instead of EEE PC which has been used in
earlier design.

Figure 4.1: UGV electronics interfacing using NanoCore12DXC32
The physical connection between the microcontroller pins and various electronic subsystems is shown in Figure 4.2. Even after interfacing all these components, the
microcontroller still supports ports to interface two more PWM driven motors which can
be used for scanning obstacle detector sensors for obstacle detection and also three A/D
ports to interface obstacle detection sensors.
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Figure 4.2: Microcontroller connections
The microcontroller is programmed to operate at 24MHz. It samples the UGV
autonomous/manual radio input and sets the UGV to operate in corresponding mode. If
the UGV is in manual mode it samples left and right motor inputs from the radio control
receiver. It applies the corresponding PWM signals to move the UGV with specified
speed and direction. If the UGV is in autonomous mode, it executes the commands
received form the host computer. It counts the encoder pulses and computes the UGV
speed in every control cycle. The microcontroller responds to periodic information
request commands received from the host computer without interrupting the execution of
current maneuver. The UGV power can be remotely switched on and off by using a radio
controlled relay connected to one of the receiver channels of the radio receiver.

4.3 Microcontroller Circuit Board
A circuit was designed to enable user to interface encoders, motors and host computer to
the microcontroller. The board is designed to enable the user to plug in the components
directly onto the circuit board. The flexible design allows relocation of the components to
different ports and allows future expansion. The rate gyro is also mounted on the same
board to make it as an integrated unit. The gyro can be manually connected and
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disconnected using a set of jumpers. The circuit board is equipped with a voltage
regulator to convert the 12V battery supply to 5V to power the circuit board. Easily
Applicable Graphical Layout Editor (EAGLE) [20] has been used to design the
schematic, shown in Figure 4.3, and layout the circuit board.

Figure 4.3: Microcontroller circuit board schematic
Figure 4.4 depicts the complete circuit board. The microcontroller and gyro are plugged
into DIP sockets soldered to the circuit board thus allowing easy replacement of both the
chips.

The

UGV

sensing

and

control

components

can

be

interfaced

to

NanoCore12DXC32 using the Molex connectors on its either side. A red LED is placed
near the voltage regulator to indicate the on/off status of the circuit board. The rate and
temperature outputs from the gyro chip can be connected to pins 11 and 12 by using
jumpers as shown in Figure 4.4. A green LED interfaced to pin 10 provides a visual
indication if the UGV is operating in autonomous/manual mode.
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Figure 4.4: UGV controller circuit board

4.4 Implementing UGV Control Application using NanoCore12DXC32
The current UGV design makes NanoCore12DXC32 the central computing component
which not only receives information from all the sensors interfaced to it but also executes
the commands received from the host computer to exchange status information and also
to perform various maneuvers. The application for the UGV controller is developed using
Metrowerks CodeWarrior [21] integrated development environment. The UGV controller
is programmed to have the following capabilities:
•

Check the status of autonomous/manual input from the radio controller and
operate in appropriate mode.

•

Perform the maneuvers received as commands from host computer when
operating in autonomous mode.

•

Respond to the information request commands from the host computer without
any affect to the command/maneuver under execution.

•

Sample the Analog-to-Digital values on demand and send it to the host computer.
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•

Acknowledge the receipt of a maneuver command as it is critical for the
navigation application on the host computer to make sure that the command was
indeed received by the application executing on the microcontroller.

•

The application does not acknowledge the information request commands and can
simply respond to the commands received intact.

•

Count the encoder pulses from both left and right wheels so as to keep track of the
speed of the UGV and distance it travels.

•

Measure the appropriate radio controller inputs and apply suitable PWM signals
to control the motors when operating in manual mode.

•

The application waits until the expiration of the fixed timing loop before the next
iteration.

The flowchart shown in Figure 4.5 depicts the control flow of the application executing
on the UGV controller. It has been observed that 20ms timing loop gives the
microcontroller enough time to perform all the above mentioned operations successfully
and service interrupts from various sources. Hence a 20ms timing loop is established
between successive iterations to have better control and estimation of speed
characteristics of the UGV. The program when launched initializes the UGV parameters
such as autonomous/manual mode, fail-safe mode operation of the robot, enables events
from RS-232 interface, enables events from encoders, sets UGV in autonomous mode
and disables events on pins sampling the radio controller inputs for the motors. The
application checks the autonomous/manual status of the UGV in every cycle and executes
the commands pertaining to each mode. The application responds to the information
request commands from the host computer by responding with relevant information
whether the robot is operating in manual mode or in autonomous mode. The application
checks the status of autonomous/manual switch of the radio controller every cycle and
updates the relevant variables. It also computes the speed of the left and right wheels
every cycle by taking the difference between the previous and current encoder counts to
updates the left and right wheel speed variables.
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Figure 4.5: UGV control application for 9S12 flowchart
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If the UGV is in autonomous mode, the application performs the following actions in
every control cycle:
•

If it receives a new maneuver command from the host computer, it populates the
commands list variable with the list of commands that need to be executed to
perform the maneuver and sets the current command variable to the top of the
commands list.

•

If there is no new command the application executes the command from the
commands list pointed to by the current command variable.

On the other hand, if the UGV is in manual mode, the application performs the following
actions in every control cycle:
•

If it receives a new maneuver commands received from the host computer, it skips
the command.

•

It samples the radio controller inputs for left and right motors, it applies
appropriate PWM signals to the left and right motors to move the robot in the
specified direction.

The commands list variable is only updated when there is a command to perform a
maneuver. The first command in the list of commands is always a reply command to send
acknowledgement to the host computer so that navigation application executing on the
host computer is synchronized with the control application executing on the
microcontroller. After successful execution of the current command in the commands list,
the command pointer is incremented to point to the next command in the list which is
executed in the next iteration. The commands list variable is always terminated with a
null command which acts an idler when the execution of all the commands is complete.

A timer is started during the application initialization which interrupts the processor
every 20ms. When the interrupt occurs a flag is set to indicate the completion of 20ms
time window. The application completes the execution of the commands for the current
cycle and waits for the flag to be set before starting the next iteration. In this way fixed
timing loop is implemented in the UGV control application.
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4.5 Improving the UGV Navigation using Gyro
In the distributed control and sensing design of the UGV using COTS modules, PI
controller was applied to wheel encoder measurements to drive the UGV along a straight
line. Also, there was no speed control mechanism implemented for the UGV. Due to lack
of speed control, the UGV tends to accelerate or decelerate when moving on an inclined
surface. In the current UGV design, the fixed timing loop in the UGV control application
was used to implement the speed control mechanism for both the wheels of the UGV to
drive it along a straight line. The speed control mechanism computes the speed of left and
right wheels using the encoder counts in successive control cycles. The motor speeds are
updated in every control cycle to make the UGV adhere to the target speed. This makes
the UGV move at a constant speed even on inclined surfaces. Although better control is
achieved using this approach, it still does not account for wheel slippage. Apart from
digital compass and GPS, there are no external or internal references using which the
wheel slippage of the UGV can be determined. Due to the presence of noise in the
measurements obtained from digital compass and GPS, they cannot be used for
estimation of short term angular changes of the UGV caused due to wheel slippage.

In the current design, the UGV controller is interfaced to a gyro to measure the angular
rotation of the UGV during its motion. The gyro measurements are used to detect and
counter the wheel slippage when the UGV is navigating along a straight line. The gyro
measurements are integrated to determine the angular rotation of the UGV due to wheel
slippage and the UGV motion is altered to counter the wheel slip. The implementation of
speed control and using gyro to detect the wheel slip improved the UGV navigation along
a straight line. The flowchart depicting the implementation of the same is shown in
Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Flowchart for UGV drive straight using speed control and gyro
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4.7 Implementing Turn Maneuver Using Speed Control
With the implementation of the speed control for the UGV, the turn maneuver can be
performed by simply setting the target motor speeds and issuing the appropriate turn
command. The turning radius of the UGV is modified by changing the target speeds of
left and right motors. Once a turn command is issued the motors are accelerated in
appropriate direction to achieve the target speeds. In every control cycle the speed values
for left and right motors are computed using the encoder counts. The PWM values are
updated in every control cycle to control the motor speeds in appropriate direction. The
host computer issues a stop command when the UGV has turned towards the target
heading. The flowchart depicting the implementation of turn maneuver is shown in
Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Flowchart for turn maneuver using speed control
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4.8 Instruction Format and Supported Instructions
This section describes the command and response exchange protocol between the host
computer and the UGV controller. The control application receives the commands from
the host computer in the form of an eight byte array as shown in Figure 4.8. The
command byte array consists of the following fields:
1. 0xFE: Indicates the start of the packet.
2. Command Name: Byte representing the current command.
3. Byte 1, Byte 2, Byte 3, Byte 4: Represents the data relevant to the command.
4. Checksum: Checksum is the 8 bit (module 256) sum of command and data bytes
(bytes 2 through 7) in the command.
5. 0xFF: Indicates the end of command.

Figure 4.8: Command byte array
After the reception of a new command, the integrity of the command is verified by
computing the check sum of the command packet. If the command passes the checksum
test, it is converted to the command structure as shown in Figure 4.9. The bytes
representing the command parameters in the command byte array received from host
computer are by default zero if the command requires no parameters. The command
structure consists of the following fields:
1. Command Type: Byte indicating the type of command
2. Parameter 1: 16-bit unsigned integer obtained by combining Byte 1 and Byte 2,
represents the first parameter for the current command.
3. Parameter 1: 16-bit unsigned integer obtained by combining Byte 3 and Byte 4,
represents the second parameter for the current command.

Figure 4.9: Command structure
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The application sends response packets to the host computer to acknowledge the receipt
of commands or to send status information to synchronize the UGV status variables
between the two applications. The response packet consists of an eight byte array with
fields as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Command response array
The description of each of the fields of the response array is as follows:
1) 0xFE: Indicates the start of the command response array.
2) Command Name: Byte representing the command to which it this response packet
belongs to, usually this byte is same as the command type received from host
computer.
3) Byte 1, Byte 2: Bytes representing the 16-bit unsigned integer representing the
first parameter of the information requested by the host computer.
4) Byte 3, Byte 4: Bytes representing the 16-bit unsigned integer representing the
second parameter of the information requested by the host computer.
5) Checksum: Checksum is the 8 bit (module 256) sum of command and data bytes
(bytes 2 through 7) in the response.
6) 0xFF: Indicates the end of response.

While a maximum number of 255 instructions can be supported with the existing format
of the instruction packet. Only a few and required instructions are supported in the
application with the software framework supporting easy addition of new instructions
without making considerable changes to the existing architecture. Table 4.1 contains a list
of implemented commands in the UGV control application for the UGV controller. For
further details about the actual implementation of the control and sensing application
please refer Appendix B.
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Command Name

Command Byte Value

Description

Stop

0x01

•
•

Stops UGV.
Sends response message.

Left Turn

0x02

•
•

Sends acknowledgement.
Applies PWM signals to motors to perform left
turn.

Right Turn

0x03

•
•

Sends acknowledgement.
Applies PWM signals to motors to perform
right turn.

Drive Straight

0x04

•
•

Sends acknowledgement.
Issues accelerate command if UGV is
stationary.
Drives UGV along a straight line.

Curve Right

0x05

•
•

Sends acknowledgement
Applies PWM signals to motors so as to curve
the UGV towards its right.

Curve Left

0x06

•
•

Sends acknowledgement
Applies PWM signals to motors so as to curve
the UGV towards its left.

Decelerate

0x07

•
•
•

Sends acknowledgement
Command skipped if UGV is stationary.
Slowly decreases the UGV speed and brings it
to a halt.

Drive by Distance

0x08

•
•

Sends acknowledgement
Accelerates and drives UGV by specified
distance.
Decelerates and sends command execution
complete message.

•

•
Motor Battery Status

0x09

•
•

Computer Battery Status

0x0A

•
•

Gyro Status

0x0B

•
•

Autonomous/Manual
Status
Set Speed
Override Radio

0x0C

•

0x0D
0x0E

•
•

Is Robot Ready

0x0F

•
•

Temperature

0X10

•
•

Converts analog motor battery input to a digital
value.
Sends the converted value to host computer.
Converts analog computer battery input to a
digital value.
Sends the converted value to host computer.
Converts analog gyro rate input to a digital
value.
Sends the converted value to host computer.
Sends the UGV operation status to host
computer.
Sets the target speed of the UGV.
Sets UGV to autonomous mode and disables
radio control inputs.
Command sent by host computer during
initialization.
Sends acknowledgement.
Converts analog temperature input to a digital
value.
Sends the converted value to host computer.

Table 4.1: List of supported commands
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4.7 Integrating UGV Controller Application with Navigation Software
The host computer is interfaced with three main components, the UGV controller
(NanoCore12DXC32), GPS and digital compass. With the UGV controller performing
the sensing and control of the UGV, the role of navigation application for the host
computer is confined to retrieve the measurements from the navigation unit and send
specific commands to the microcontroller to navigate to the waypoint or instruct to
perform a maneuver. The software and hardware architecture of the UGV can be
visualized in three tiers as shown in Figure 4.11. The lowest layer is the electronic sensor
and control equipment interfaced to the UGV controller. The top layer is the navigation
application software executing on the host computer, it is interfaced to navigation unit
and the UGV controller through an RS-232 interface.

Figure 4.11: UGV hardware and software architecture
The UGV controller acts as an abstraction layer between the electronic subsystems and
navigation software. This allows reconfiguration, addition and removal of any of the
electronic subsystems and its software configuration in the microcontroller with minimal
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impact to the navigation application. The flow control of the navigation application is
depicted in Figure 4.12. The salient functions of the navigation application are listed
below:
•

Establishes connections with GPS and digital compass module

•

Initializes its launch by polling the microcontroller application for its ready status
by sending a startup command

•

The application launch is terminated if any of the three subsystems,
microcontroller, GPS and compass fails to initialize

•

Spawns commands thread and status update thread

•

The commands thread receives commands from the host computer and the status
update thread periodically polls the UGV controller application about the current
status of the robot so as to determine if the robot is in autonomous mode or
manual mode

•

If the UGV is in manual mode and the application neglects the commands from
the user

•

If the UGV is in autonomous mode and there is a new command from the user,
the application checks the execution status of the previous command
o If the previous command is still in execution, it aborts the execution of the
previous command and stops the robot

•

The application spawns the command execution thread to execute the current
command. The control returns back and waits for the next command from the host
computer.
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Figure 4.12: Control flow of the UGV application for host computer
Although the waypoint navigation algorithm is similar to the one implemented for UGV
designed using COTS modules, it is now implemented at two levels. The navigation
application on the host computer has the knowledge of the positional and heading
information whereas the microcontroller has the capabilities to perform different
maneuvers. Hence the navigation application on the host computer sends instructions to
the microcontroller to perform different maneuvers so as to reach the destination. The
flow of control for the waypoint navigation is described below and is also depicted in
Figure 4.13.
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•

The navigation application receives the GPS location of the destination point and
calculates the target heading.

•

With the knowledge of its current heading known with the help of digital compass
the UGV issues a turn command to turn towards the target heading. It waits for
the acknowledgement packet from microcontroller to update the UGV status
variable.

•

Stop command is issued when the UGV has turned towards the destination.

•

The navigation application sends a drive straight command to microcontroller and
waits for the receipt before resending the command.

•

The application keeps track of the distance travelled by the UGV, after the UGV
completes one milestone, the average heading of the UGV is computed and is
compared against the target heading UGV has to bear to reach the destination.

•

If the difference between the target and current heading is greater than the
tolerance the UGV direction is adjust towards the target heading by an amount
proportional to the error.

•

If the error is below the tolerance or after the adjustment phase the application
sends an instruction to the UGV to proceed in a straight line until the next
milestone is achieved.

•

In all the above mentioned phases the UGV periodically checks if it has reached
the destination and issues a decelerate command after the UGV is at the closest
distance possible to the point.
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Figure 4.13: UGV waypoint navigation algorithm for host computer
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Migration of the control and sensing software to microcontroller simplified the software
development for navigation application. The UGV has been tested on different terrains
with the new hardware and software architectures. The UGV navigation characteristics
such as driving along a straight line and performing turns significantly improved due to
precise timing loops. Table 4.2 depicts the cost comparison of the UGV design using
COTS modules against the design using the microcontroller. The cost of the UGV design
is also lowered by replacing all the COTS modules with the 9S12 microcontroller. With
the microcontroller handling the control and sensing subsystems the navigation
application will be able to execute complex algorithms to improve the UGV navigation
without affecting the performance of the UGV.

UGV Design Using COTS Modules
Part Name
Cost
High Speed Encoder $120.00
Kits (2)
Motor Controller
$80.00

UGV Design using NanoCore12DXC32
Part Name
Cost
NanoCore12DXC32
$49.00
ADXRS150EB Gyro

$54.00

Analog Interface Kit $80.00
8/8/8
ADXRS150EB
$54.00
Gyro
Total Cost
$334.00

Circuit Board and Misc.
Components

$20.00

Total Cost

$123.00

Table 4.2: UGV design cost comparison
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
A literature review has been conducted to study the sensor system used in autonomous
UGV design, the challenges and techniques of autonomous UGV navigation. The UGV
design was initiated by improving the mechanical performance of an existing design by
replacing the motors and the drive train. Rapid prototyping of the UGV control and
sensing subsystem was achieved using the COTS modules.

The UGV navigation behavior was initially tested using PI controller to navigate the
UGV to the given GPS waypoints. The presence of noise in the UGV heading
measurements made the UGV navigation erratic and inconsistent. The navigation
algorithm is altered to make the UGV move straight for a small segment of the total
distance to estimate the UGV heading and correct its course to reach the destination
waypoint.

The UGV navigation was further improved by equipping the UGV with a gyro and
application of Kalman filter to optimize the UGV heading estimate. Although it was easy
to use COTS modules to design the control and sensing sub-assembly of the UGV, a
custom circuit board was developed to provide manual control of the UGV and remote
power management. There were also sporadic connectivity issues with the COTS
modules connected through the USB hub. Attach and detach software events were
noticed to occur sometimes during which communication is lost with the COTS modules.
Although these events can be monitored, specific reasons for this behavior cannot be
determined. A few of these intermittent issues were monitored to re-issue the current
command to continue the waypoint navigation and a few of them required the application
re-launch.
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The UGV design was modified to integrate the control and sensing subsystem using a
Freescale 9S12 microcontroller. Integrating the UGV control and sensing using the
microcontroller not only replaced all the COTS modules and the custom interface circuit
board for radio control but also improved the UGV control. The use of 9S12
microcontroller as a replacement to COTS modules reduced the overall cost of UGV
design. The use of 9S12 microcontroller also brought down the complexity of the
navigation application by implementing the control and sensing application in the
microcontroller. The hardware design in combination with the software architecture
allows for reconfiguration of the UGV control and sensing system interfaced to
microcontroller with minimal impact to the navigation application. The flexible interface
design of the circuit board used for the UGV can also be used with other robotic
applications by simply modifying its software.

5.2 Future Work
Although some initial tests have been performed to enable the UGV with infrared and
ultrasonic obstacle detection sensors, both have been observed to suffer from their own
limitations. The ultrasonic sensors have been observed to have short range and the
inability of infrared to operate in outdoor environment. There is a scope for further
research in this area to enable the UGV with better obstacle detection sensor system
which can operate in both indoor and outdoor environments. Small servo motors attached
to the obstacle detection sensors can be used as scanning devices on the UGV to detect
the obstacles in front of the UGV. With this objective in mind a couple of PWM ports
have been left unused on the microcontroller board designed for this research effort.

Finally, the navigation application can be implemented using additional 9S12
microcontroller or another suitable microcontroller by interfacing the GPS and compass
with it. The microcontroller implementing navigation application can be interfaced with
the existing 9S12 microcontroller executing the sensing and control application to make it
a complete system. The entire hardware can be integrated on a circuit board and can act
as standalone module. Due to non-availability of suitable equipment to interface the GPS
and compass hardware with the 9S12 microcontroller the noise filtering technique using
Kalman filter has been implemented as a simulation using 9S12 microcontroller. Since
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this implementation did not interface compass and GPS devices to the microcontroller the
measurements are assumed to be static values for simulation purposes. The salient
features and observations of this implementation are tabularized in Table 5.1. It can be
observed that there is ample time to serve the interrupts from GPS and digital compass
apart from implementing the navigation application on the 9S12 microcontroller. Further
details about the implementation can be found in Appendix C.

Feature

Value

Microcontroller

9S12

Bus Speed

24MHz

Data Format

Single Precision (32 Bit) Floating
Point Numbers.
20ms

Timing Loop

Estimated Time Taken by Kalman
1ms (approx)
Filter
Time Available for other computations 19ms (approx)
Table 5.1: 9S12 implementation of Kalman filter
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Appendix A
UGV Control and Sensing Components
A.1 GPS Module
A.1.1 Hemisphere A100 GPS Module
The GPS module used for this research is Hemisphere A100 [2], shown in Figure A.1.
The specifications of the GPS module are shown in Table A.1. The GPS module is
equipped with an RS-232 serial interface, hence a serial to USB converter is required to
be able to interface GPS module.

Accuracy

Up to 60 cm

DGPS Enabled

Yes

Output Rate

Up to 20Hz position

Ground Speed

Radar Simulated Pulse

Heading Information

Acquired from GPVTG NMEA string

Operating Voltage

7-36 V DC

Output Interface

2 full duplex RS-232

Table A.1: Hemisphere A100 Specification

Figure A.1: Hemisphere A100 GPS Module

A.1.2 Hemisphere V100 GPS Module
The Crescent V100 [17], shown in Figure A.2, is an integrated system that has Crescent
Vector OEM module, dual GPS antennas, DGPA beacon module and H-field beacon
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antenna, single axis gyro and a tilt sensor. It can give accurate positioning and heading
information. V100 has been found to be very immune to the operating terrain and is
capable of providing jitter less heading information. The specifications of this system are
shown in Table A.2.

Figure A.2: V100 GPS Module
Accuracy
DGPS Enabled
Output Rate
Ground Speed
Heading Information
Operating Voltage
Output Interface
Length
Heading Accuracy

Less than 60 cm for 95% of time
Yes
Up to 10Hz
Radar Simulated Pulse
Gyro and dual GPS antennas
10-36 V DC
2 full duplex RS-232 , RS-422
50 cm
0.1o rms

Table A.2: Crescent V100 GPS Specifications

A.2 Digital Compass
The magnetic compass used in this research is Ocean Server OS3000 [22], shown in
Figure A.3. The features of this device are shown in Table A.3. The magnetic compass
aids the UGV to determine its heading. The current heading of the UGV using compass
also aids the UGV to turn towards any waypoint with greater accuracy than using GPS to
determine the heading information. The digital compass is mounted on a support
separating it from the body of the UGV to shield it against the strong electromagnetic
fields from the motors.
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Figure A.3: OS3000 Digital Compass
No. of Axes

3

Accuracy

1o

Resolution

0.1o

Update Rate

Up to 20Hz

Output Interface

USB / RS232

Table A.3: OS3000 Compass Specifications

A.3 Gyroscope
Gyroscopes measure the angular velocity of the UGV. With a known value of initial
position and integrating the angular velocity of the gyroscope gives the orientation of the
UGV at any time. The gyroscope used in this research is Analog Devices ADXRS150EB
[18], shown in Figure A.4, which not only gives the yaw rate but also can sense and
measure the ambient temperature. The specifications and pin connections for this device
are shown in Table A.4.

Figure A.4: ADXRS150 Gyroscope
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Angular Rate
Operating Voltage
Number of Pins
Ground Pins
Power Input Pins
Rate Output Pin
Temperature Sensor
Bandwidth

+/- 150o/sec
5V
20
8 and 12
1 and 13
2
Yes (Pin 9)
40 Hz

Table A.4: ADXRS150EB Specifications

A.4 Optical Shaft Encoders
Optical encoders are convert motion into a series of digital pulses. By counting the
number of pulses the relative or absolute position measurement can be deduced. The shaft
encoders used for the UGV are depicted in Figure A.5. The encoder disc has 128 slots cut
in its circumference thus giving 128 pulses every revolution of the disc or the wheel
attached to the shaft. By measuring the time elapsed between the counts the speed of the
UGV can be calculated given the perimeter of the wheel, assuming no wheel slippage.

Figure A.5: Shaft Encoders

A.5 Phidgets: Electronic Sensing and Control
This section discusses the features of the COTS electronic sensing and control modules
used in the UGV. Phidgets [15] supply these plug and play USB sensing and control
devices which can be interfaced with a standard PC. The following subsections briefly
describe the Phidget devices used in the UGV.
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A.5.1 Phidget High-Speed Encoder Kit
A Phidget high speed encoder kit connects to any typical two bit quadrature encoder and
can count up to 500,000 counts per second. A Phidget encoder board is shown in Figure
A.6. The information from the shaft encoder includes the current position of the UGV
after initialization/reset of encoder, relative change of encoder position and time since
last change in encoder position.

Figure A.6: Phidget High Speed Encoder

A.5.2 Phidget Servo 4 – Motor
Phidget Servo 4-motor, shown in Figure A.7, is a USB based motor/servo controller
which can interface up to 4 motors/servos. Phidget servo generates standard radio
controller PWM pulses with a minimum period of 1ms to a maximum of 2.55ms with a
resolution of 10us and it sends 50 updates/sec to an output controller.

Figure A.7: Phidget Servo 4-motor

A.5.3 Phidget Interface Kit 8/8/8
Phidget Interface Kit, shown in Figure A.7, provides a unique way of accessing analog
inputs and digital I/O information through a simple USB interface. The Phidget Interface
Kit 8/8/8 provides 8 analog inputs, 8 digital inputs with hardware noise filtering and 8
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digital outputs. The analog inputs are used to measure continuous quantities such as
voltages from distance sensors, temperature, etc. The digital inputs are used to read the
state of devices such as switches, relays, etc. The digital outputs are used to drive LEDs,
relays and other devices which accept a CMOS/TTL signal.

Figure A.8: Phidget Interface Kit 8/8/8

A.6 Mini PC Laptop Control System
To interface the Phidgets, GPS and the digital compass we need a computer equipped
with USB ports. The Asus EEE PC [16], shown in Figure A.9, is a small light weight
computer designed by Asus. It uses a solid-state drive for storage instead of a hard drive,
which consumes less power, allows device to boot quickly, generates no noise and is less
susceptible to mechanical shock damage than traditional hard drive. The EEE PC acts as
the central computer which is interfaced to USB Phidgets, digital compass and GPS
module. The specifications of the EEE PC are shown in Table A.5.

Figure A.9: Asus EEE PC
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Display
Processor
Physical Memory
Hard Drive
Networking
Battery
Battery Capacity
Battery Life
Interfaces

7” TFT LCD
900 MHz Intel Celeron M
512 MB
4 GB SSD
Ethernet, 802.11b/g
4 Cell Lithium ion
4000 mAh
Up to 3.5 hours
3 High Speed USB, 1 RJ-45 Ethernet,
VGA 15 Pin HD D-Sub
8.9 in
6.5 in
1.4 in
2 lbs

Width
Depth
Height
Weight

Table A.5: EEE PC Specifications

A.7 Seven Input USB Hub
Since there are many USB devices, all of these cannot be plugged into a computer hence
a USB hub is needed, which accepts inputs from all these devices and multiplexes the
information over a single link to the computer. A seven input D-Link USB hub [24],
shown in Figure A.10, is used inside the UGV which accepts the inputs from all the
Phidget devices, digital compass and GPS module.

Figure A.10: D-Link USB Hub

A.8 Motor Controller
Motor Controller/Speed Controller is a device which regulates the speed and direction of
the rotation of the motors. The motor controller used in the UGV is Victor 884 [25],
shown in Figure A.11. Victor 884 is a motor controller specifically designed for robotic
applications. It can operate either in coast mode or in brake mode by positioning a jumper
on the device. The specifications of Victor 884 are shown in Table A.6.
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Figure A.11: Victor 884 Speed Controller

Control Signal
Operating Voltage
Maximum Current
Deadband

Standard R/C Type PWM
6V – 15V
40A Continuous
117 to 137 (127 Center)

Table A.6: Victor 884 Specifications

A.9 Spektrum Radio Transmitter and Receiver
A.9.1 Transmitter
Spektrum DX6 [29] radio transmitter, shown in Figure A.12, is a 6-channel
programmable radio system designed specifically for robot enthusiasts. It operates at
2.4GHz frequency and utilizes DSM digital spread spectrum modulation to ensure solid
connection between the transmitter and receiver. The modulation technique is superior to
frequency hopping modulation used in some 2.4GHz applications, DSM operates within
the band to maximize reliability and efficiency. The transmitter operates on two
frequencies simultaneously and when powered up takes about 5 seconds to find and
acquire the two transmission channels. The salient features of the transmitter are listed in
Table A.10.

Figure A.12: Spektrum DX6 Radio Transmitter
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Feature
Channels
Model Memory
Modulation
Battery
Weight (with battery)

Description
6
10
DSM 2.4GHz Digital Spread Spectrum
600mAh Ni-Cd
1.68 lbs

Table A.7: Spektrum DX6 Transmitter Features

A.9.2 Receiver
The receiver module used is Spektrum BR6000 [30], shown in Figure A.13, operating in
2.4GHz frequency band. The receiver module is immune to internal RF noise generated
by robot parts such as electric motors, rattling metal parts, etc which are below 300MHz.
The DX6 radio transmitter and BR6000 receiver pair supports glitch free operation at
distances well over 1,000 feet between the transmitter and receiver. The transmitter and
the receiver lock themselves on two transmission channels. The receiver receives
redundant parallel control sequences of information from the transmitter, hence the
receiver is equipped with two antennas which are connected to two receivers embedded
in one device. The failsafe operation also allows to program to shutdown systems incase
of signal loss. The salient features of the receiver are listed in Table A.11.

Figure A.13: Spektrum BR6000 Receiver
Feature
Channels
Current
Voltage Range
Antenna Length
Antenna Orientation
Weight

Description
6
75mA
3.2 – 9.6V
95mm
90 degrees
.27oz

Table A.8: Spektrum BR6000 Radio Receiver
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A.10 NanoCore12DXC32 Pinout and Programming
The pinout information for NanoCore12DXC32 module is shown in Figure A.14, it can
be observed that this module can interface a wide variety of peripherals. Table A.12
summarizes the features of the each of the pin by grouping them, based on its category.

Figure A.14: NanoCore12DXC32 Pinout
PIN NUMBER
1&2
4 & 31
29 & 32
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 & 12
13, 14, 15 & 16
17 & 18
19, 20, 21, 22 & 23
24, 25 & 26
27 & 28

FEATURE
RS-232 Serial Communications Interface
Ground
Power Input (+5V)
Analog-to-Digital or digital output ports
Serial Peripheral Communication Ports
Controller Area Network (CAN) ports
Timer, Input Capture and Output Compare
& PWM output ports
Timer and Input Capture and Output
Compare ports
Interrupt Ports

Table A.9: NanoCore12DXC32 Ports Categorization
The NanoCore12DXC32 chip can be programmed using the background debug module
(BDM) which is a single wire background debug system implemented in on-chip
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hardware for minimal CPU intervention. All interfacing with BDM is done via the
BKGD pin of the MCU. The user program can also be directly loaded into the resident
flash memory using the serial port of the MCU. Standard development tools such as
CodeWarrior or by using the serial monitor programs such uBug12 [37] can be used to
load the user program onto the MCU.

A.11 Decoding GPS Position and Heading Information
GPS receivers generally support three forms of communication protocols namely
NMEA[31], Binary and RTCM. NMEA is a communications standard established by the
marine industry. It has found use in a variety of electronic devices including GPS and
beacon receivers. A set of message formats have been formulated by NMEA to infer
different types of information about the receiver. Among all the available message types,
the ones used for this research are GPGGA and GPVTG messages which convey the
position, heading and speed information of the receiver. Figure A.15 depicts the format
and fields of the GPGGA message which contains the latitude and longitude information
of the receiver. The latitude and longitude information is converted from degrees,
minutes and fraction of minutes form to degrees and fraction of degrees form (dddmmm.
mmm to ddd.ddd ). The longitudes on the eastern hemisphere are assumed to be negative
and the ones in the western hemisphere as positive.

Figure A.15: NMEA GPGGA String
The heading information from GPS is retrieved using the standard NMEA GPVTG string.
The format and the fields of the GPVTG string are explained through Figure A.16. The
GPVTG string contains the robot’s true heading, magnetic heading and ground speed.
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Figure A.16: NMEA GPVTG String

A.12 Decoding Compass Information
The information received from the digital compass is of the form shown in Figure A.17.
Although the compass gives out the roll and yaw information, it can be programmed to
send out just the heading information as shown in Figure A.17. The heading information
is extracted from the message using regular expressions to match the pattern of the
heading data.

Figure A.17: Serial Information from Compass

A.13 UGV Radio Control Circuit Board – GAL Chip
The GAL chip gets the inputs signals form the radio controller such as robot selection
and manual/autonomous status. The circuit by default sends the PWM signal from the
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USB PWM controller to the motor controller, if the UGV selection switch on the radio is
not set to select the current robot. If the current robot is selected from the radio control
then the PWM signal sent to the motor control depends on the status of the
autonomous/manual switch. The GAL chip pin I/O is shown in Figures A.18. The pin
definitions of the GAL chip are shown in Table 3.2.

Figure A.18: Radio/Autonomous Signal Selector GAL Chip
PIN 2

RCx (PWM output from RC Channel 1)

PIN 3

RCy (PWM output from RC Channel 2)

PIN 4

CPU (Radio / CPU Control Status from Radio Control)

PIN 5

RS (Robot Selector Control Status from Radio Control)

PIN 6

CPUx (PWM output from USB PWM Controller Channel 1)

PIN 7

CPUy (PWM output from USB PWM Controller Channel 2)

PIN 8

BS (Robot Selector Jumper Statically Set to 0/1)

PIN 12

OUTx (PWM Output to Left Motor)

PIN 13

OUTy (PWM Output to Right Motor)
Table A.10: GAL Pin Definitions
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The GAL chip is programmed using WinCUPL [36] application in which the logic
equation is written for each of the PWM outputs using the inputs to the chip. The logic
equation is shown in Figure A.19 and the symbol definition is shown in Figure A.20.

Figure A.19: GAL Logic Equation

Figure A.20: Symbol Definition
The robot select pin of the GAL chip on each one of the associated robot is statically set
to 0 and 1. The RSS signal is the exclusive OR of Robot Select signal and Board Select if
the Board Select is statically set to 0 then if the robot is selected and can be controlled by
the radio if the input Robot Select signal from the radio is 1. If the robot is not selected by
default RSS will be zero hence the output signal from the GAL chip would be signal from
USB PWM controller. If the robot is selected then RSS will be one and if CPU signal
from radio controller is one then the output from the GAL chip is the signal from USB
PWM controller. If CPU signal from radio controller is zero then the output from the
GAL chip is the PWM signal from the radio controller.
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Appendix B
Control and Sensing Software for 9S12 Microcontroller
Appendix A contains the microcontroller implementation of the control and sensing
software. The software consists of the following files:
•

Robot_Definitions.h: This file contains the declaration of the functions, macro
definitions and the structure definitions of the instructions and responses.

•

Events.c: This file contains the interrupt processing routines for instructions
received on serial port, wheel encoders, signals from radio control receiver,
Analog-to-Digital module and timer interrupt.

•

Main.c: This file contains the actual implementation of the control and sensing
software.

The following processor expert beans should be added to CodeWarrior development
environment:
•

Set the processor to operate at 24MHz

•

Add an Asynchroserial bean to operate at 57600 baud.

•

Add Right_Encoder external interrupt bean using port PE1_IRQ.

•

Add Left_Encoder capture bean using port PT7_IOC7.

•

Add RightMotor PWM bean using port PT0_PWM0_IOC0.

•

Add LeftMotor PWM bean using port PT1_PWM1_IOC1.

•

Add PowerBit Bit I/O bean using port PAD05_AN05.

•

Add Robot_Power capture bean using port PT6_IOC6.

•

Add AutoManual capture bean using port PT3_PWM3_IOC3.

•

Add Manual_PWM1 capture bean using port PT4_PWM4_IOC4.

•

Add Manual_PWM2 capture bean using port PT5_IOC5.

•

Add ConversionBean ADC bean using ports PAD00_AN00, PAD02_AN02,
PAD06_AN06 and PAD07_AN07.

•

Add a TI1 timer interrupt bean using port TC0 set for 20ms.
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B.1 Robot_Definitions.h
/** ###################################################################
** Filename : Robot_Definitions.H
** Project : Project_2
** Processor : MC9S12C32CFA25
** Compiler : CodeWarrior HC12 C Compiler
** Date/Time : 8/19/2008, 12:03 PM
** Contents :
**
User source code
**
** (c) Copyright UNIS, spol. s r.o. 1997-2007
** UNIS, spol. s r.o.
** Jundrovska 33
** 624 00 Brno
** Czech Republic
** http : www.processorexpert.com
** mail : info@processorexpert.com
** ###################################################################*/
#ifndef __Robot_Definitions_H
#define __Robot_Definitions_H
/* MODULE Robot_Definitions */
struct robotstatus {
byte pwmLeft;
byte pwmRight;
bool AutonomousMode;
bool bPreviousMode;
byte STATE;
bool Stop_After_Turn;
byte Right_Wheel_Speed;
byte Left_Wheel_Speed;
byte Wait_Iterations;
byte Current_Iteration;
byte Target_Speed_Right;
byte Target_Speed_Left;
bool bFail_Safe_Mode;
bool bOverride_Radio;
int Init_Gyro_Val;
};
#define CMD_SIZE 8
struct commands {
byte command;
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unsigned int param_1;
unsigned int param_2;
};
///////////////COMMAND BUFFER FORMAT//////////////////////////////
/*######################################################################
##############
*
#
* -------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
* |0xFE | Command Name | Byte 1 | Byte 2 | Byte 3 | Byte 4 | Checksum | 0xFF | #
* -------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
* --------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
* |Start|Type of cmd | PARAMETER 1 | PARAMETER 2 |Check Sum |Finish|
#
* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- #
/*######################################################################
##############*/
struct st_commands_recd {
byte Command_Name;
unsigned int parameter_1;
unsigned int parameter_2;
};
//robot response consists of two bytes of start and end codes and 8 bytes of data
#define RESPONSE_SIZE 5
struct st_robot_response {
byte Start;
byte Data[RESPONSE_SIZE];
byte CheckSum;
byte End;
};

#define NULL

0x00

//command code to stop the robot
#define CMD_STOP
0x01
//command code to make the robot go along a straight line
#define CMD_STRAIGHT
0x02
//command code to make the robot perform the left turn
#define CMD_LEFT_TURN
0x03
//command code to make the robot perform the right turn
#define CMD_RIGHT_TURN
0x04
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//command code to make the robot perform left adjustment during waypoint navigation
#define CMD_CURVE_LEFT
0x05
//command code to make the robot perform right adjustment during waypoint navigation'
#define CMD_CURVE_RIGHT
0x06
#define CMD_ACCELERATE

0x07

#define CMD_DECELERATE

0x08

#define CMD_REPLY

0x09

#define CMD_SET_SPEED

0x0A

#define CMD_DRIVE_BY_DISTANCE 0x0B
#define CMD_AUTO_MANUAL
#define CMD_SET_FAILSAFE

0x0C
0x0D

#define CMD_OVERRIDE_RADIO

0x0E

#define CMD_IS_ROBOT_READY

0x0F

//robot modes
#define AUTO_MODE 1
#define MANUAL_MODE 0
//Left wheel pwm value
#define wheel_l RobotStatus.pwmLeft
//Right wheel pwm value
#define wheel_r RobotStatus.pwmRight
//PWM constants
#define PWM_NEUTRAL 127
#define PWM_MAXIMUM 255
#define PWM_MINIMUM 0
#define DEADBAND 10
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//robot power constants
#define ROBOT_ON 1
#define ROBOT_OFF 0
//Robot State constants
#define START 0
#define IN_PROGRESS 1
#define COMPLETE 2
#define WAIT 3
#define CONTROL 4
#define SPEED_CONTROL_OFFSET 2
#define TURN_PWM_OFFSET 12

#define RIGHT_ENCODER_TICK 1
#define LEFT_ENCODER_TICK 1
//pwm conversion specifications
#define SIG_NEUTRAL 1530
#define MUL_FACTOR 7
//manual pulse specifications for channel 3
#define RADIO_LOW_MANUAL_CH3 1820
#define RADIO_NEUTRAL_MANUAL_CH3 2276
#define RADIO_HIGH_MANUAL_CH3 2995
#define RADIO_SCALING_FACTOR_CH3 4.8
//manual pulse specifications for channel 2
#define RADIO_LOW_MANUAL_CH2 1710
#define RADIO_NEUTRAL_MANUAL_CH2 2290
#define RADIO_HIGH_MANUAL_CH2 2911
#define RADIO_SCALING_FACTOR_CH2 4.8
#define DEAD_BAND 20

#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define DONE 1
#define SUCCESS 1
#define FAIL 0
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#define TICKS_PER_REVOLUTION 162 //just to make it a multiple of 3
#define WHEEL_PERIMETER 3
#define MAX_TICKS 65500

#define PWM_INCREMENT 1
#define ROBOT_ARC_OFFSET 4
#define FAIL_SAFE_POWER_OFF 0
#define FAIL_SAFE_AUTONOMOUS_ON 1

//ADC Channel Numbers
#define COMPUTER_BATTERY_CHANNEL 0
#define MOTOR_BATTERY_CHANNEL
1
#define GYRO_CHANNEL
3
#define TEMPERATURE_CHANNEL
2

//AUTONOMOUS MANUAL MODE THRESHOLDS
#define MANUAL_AUTO_MAX
2867
#define MANUAL_AUTO_NEUTRAL 2271
#define MANUAL_AUTO_MIN 1600
//RADIO POWER THRESHOLDS
#define ROBOT_POWER_MIN 1600
#define ROBOT_POWER_NEUTRAL 2274
#define ROBOT_POWER_MAX
2853
///////FUNCTION PROTOTYPES/////////
void Set_Motor_Speeds();
unsigned int Convert_To_Timing_Signals(byte PWM_Val);
void Stop_Motors();
////ENCODER FUNCTIONS
void Right_Encoder_Int_Handler(void);
void Left_Encoder_Int_Handler(void);
unsigned int Get_Left_Encoder_Count();
unsigned int Get_Right_Encoder_Count();
void Enable_Left_Encoder(void);
void Enable_Right_Encoder(void);
void Disable_Left_Encoder(void);
void Disable_Right_Encoder(void);
////ENCODER FUNCTIONS
void Read_Power_Switch();
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void Read_Auto_Manual_Switch(void);
byte Convert_Radio_To_PWM(unsigned int radio_input,unsigned int Neutral,float
scale_factor);
void Enable_Measure_ADC();
void Disable_ADC(void);
void Initialize_Robot(void);
void Process_User_Command(void);
bool Update_Command_List(void);
void Parse_Command_List(void);
bool Update_Command_List(void);
byte cmd_set_speed(int speed);
byte cmd_stop(void);
byte cmd_decelerate(void);
byte cmd_accelerate(void);
byte cmd_right_turn(void);
byte cmd_left_turn(void);
void Calculate_Robot_Speed(void);
void Assemble_New_Command(void);
byte cmd_ADC(void);
void Assemble_Stop_Response(void);
bool Validate_Checksum(void);
void Send_To_Master(void);
void Assemble_Int_Response(byte Ret_Code,unsigned int Val);
void Assemble_Auto_Manual_Response(void);
void Assemble_Set_Speed_Response(void);
void Assemble_Drive_Straight_By_Distance_Response(void);
void Reset_Encoder_Counts(void);
byte cmd_curve_left(void);
byte cmd_curve_right(void);
byte cmd_straight(void);
byte cmd_reply(void);
void Reset_Encoder_Counts(void);
byte cmd_drive_by_distance(void);
void Set_Motor_Speeds(void);
void Stop_Motors(void);
void cmd_set_failsafe(byte command);
byte cmd_radio_override(byte command);
void Assemble_Is_Robot_Ready_Response(void);
bool Is_Status_Update_Command(byte command);
void Return_Status_Response(void);
/* END Robot_Definitions */
#define STOP_COMMAND
0x01
#define LEFT_TURN_COMMAND
0x02
#define RIGHT_TURN_COMMAND
0x03
#define DRIVE_STRAIGHT_COMMAND 0x04
#define CURVE_RIGHT_COMMAND
0x05
#define CURVE_LEFT_COMMAND
0x06
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#define DECELERATE_COMMAND
0x07
#define DRIVE_BY_DISTANCE_COMMAND 0x08
#define MOTOR_BATTERY_COMMAND 0x09
#define COMPUTER_BATTERY_COMMAND 0x0A
#define GYRO_COMMAND
0x0B
#define AUTO_MANUAL_COMMAND
0x0C
#define SET_SPEED_COMMAND
0x0D
#define SET_FAILSAFE_COMMAND
0x0E
#define OVERRIDE_RADIO_COMMAND 0x0F
#define IS_ROBOT_READY_COMMAND 0x10
#define TEMPERATURE_COMMAND
0x11
#endif

B.2 Events.c
/** ###################################################################
** Filename : Events.C
** Project : Project_2
** Processor : MC9S12C32CFA25
** Beantype : Events
** Version : Driver 01.04
** Compiler : CodeWarrior HC12 C Compiler
** Date/Time : 8/19/2008, 12:05 PM
** Abstract :
**
This is user's event module.
**
Put your event handler code here.
** Settings :
** Contents :
**
Manual_PWM1_OnCapture - void Manual_PWM1_OnCapture(void);
**
AutoManual_OnCapture - void AutoManual_OnCapture(void);
**
Robot_Power_OnCapture
- void Robot_Power_OnCapture(void);
**
Left_Encoder_OnInterrupt - void Left_Encoder_OnInterrupt(void);
**
Right_Encoder_OnInterrupt - void Right_Encoder_OnInterrupt(void);
**
AS1_OnError
- void AS1_OnError(void);
**
AS1_OnRxChar
- void AS1_OnRxChar(void);
**
AS1_OnTxChar
- void AS1_OnTxChar(void);
**
** (c) Copyright UNIS, spol. s r.o. 1997-2007
** UNIS, spol. s r.o.
** Jundrovska 33
** 624 00 Brno
** Czech Republic
** http : www.processorexpert.com
** mail : info@processorexpert.com
** ###################################################################*/
/* MODULE Events */
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#include "Cpu.h"
#include "Events.h"
#include "Robot_Definitions.h"
#include "IO_Map.h"
extern struct st_commands_recd Command_Recd;
volatile extern bool bNewCommand;
extern volatile bool bRobotPower;
extern volatile unsigned int cntPower,cntAuto_Manual;
volatile unsigned int count_start,count_end;
volatile unsigned int auto_count_start,auto_count_end;
volatile unsigned int pwm_rise_1,pwm_fall_1,pwm_rise_2,pwm_fall_2;
extern volatile unsigned int On_Time1,On_Time2;
extern volatile unsigned int
iBattery_Power,iComputer_Power,iGyro,iTemperature,channel;
volatile extern bool timer;
volatile int i=0;
//command related data
static volatile byte counter=0;
extern byte cmd_buffer[CMD_SIZE];
//command related data
#pragma CODE_SEG DEFAULT
/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: AS1_OnError (module Events)
**
** From bean : AS1 [AsynchroSerial]
** Description :
**
This event is called when a channel error (not the error
**
returned by a given method) occurs. The errors can be
**
read using <GetError> method.
**
The event is available only when the <Interrupt
**
service/event> property is enabled.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void AS1_OnError(void)
{
/* Write your code here ... */
}
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/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: AS1_OnRxChar (module Events)
**
** From bean : AS1 [AsynchroSerial]
** Description :
**
This event is called after a correct character is
**
received.
**
The event is available only when the <Interrupt
**
service/event> property is enabled and either the
**
<Receiver> property is enabled or the <SCI output mode>
**
property (if supported) is set to Single-wire mode.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void AS1_OnRxChar(void)
{
unsigned char c;
AS1_RecvChar(&c);
if(c==0xFE) {
cmd_buffer[counter]=c;
counter=1;
} else if(counter>0) {
cmd_buffer[counter]=c;
counter+=1;
if(counter==CMD_SIZE) {
bNewCommand=1;
counter=0;
}

}

}
/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: AS1_OnTxChar (module Events)
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**
** From bean : AS1 [AsynchroSerial]
** Description :
**
This event is called after a character is transmitted.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void AS1_OnTxChar(void)
{
}

/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: Right_Encoder_OnInterrupt (module Events)
**
** From bean : Right_Encoder [ExtInt]
** Description :
**
This event is called when an active signal edge/level has
**
occurred.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void Right_Encoder_OnInterrupt(void)
{
Right_Encoder_Int_Handler();
}

/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: Robot_Power_OnCapture (module Events)
**
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** From bean : Robot_Power [Capture]
** Description :
**
This event is called on capturing of Timer/Counter actual
**
value (only when the bean is enabled - <Enable> and the
**
events are enabled - <EnableEvent>.This event is enabled
**
only if a <interrupt service/event> is enabled.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void Robot_Power_OnCapture(void)
{
if(_TCTL4.Bits.EDG2A==1 && _TCTL4.Bits.EDG2B==0) {
count_start= TCNT;
_TCTL4.Bits.EDG2A=0;
_TCTL4.Bits.EDG2B=1;
} else {
count_end=TCNT;
_TCTL4.Bits.EDG2A=1;
_TCTL4.Bits.EDG2B=0;
cntPower=count_end-count_start;
}

}

/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: AutoManual_OnCapture (module Events)
**
** From bean : AutoManual [Capture]
** Description :
**
This event is called on capturing of Timer/Counter actual
**
value (only when the bean is enabled - <Enable> and the
**
events are enabled - <EnableEvent>.This event is enabled
**
only if a <interrupt service/event> is enabled.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
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**
===============================================================
====
*/
void AutoManual_OnCapture(void)
{
if(_TCTL4.Bits.EDG3A==1 && _TCTL4.Bits.EDG3B==0) {
auto_count_start= TCNT;
_TCTL4.Bits.EDG3A=0;
_TCTL4.Bits.EDG3B=1;
} else {
auto_count_end=TCNT;
_TCTL4.Bits.EDG3A=1;
_TCTL4.Bits.EDG3B=0;
cntAuto_Manual=auto_count_end-auto_count_start;
}
}
/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: Manual_PWM1_OnCapture (module Events)
**
** From bean : Manual_PWM1 [Capture]
** Description :
**
This event is called on capturing of Timer/Counter actual
**
value (only when the bean is enabled - <Enable> and the
**
events are enabled - <EnableEvent>.This event is enabled
**
only if a <interrupt service/event> is enabled.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void Manual_PWM1_OnCapture(void)
{
if(_TCTL3.Bits.EDG4A==1 && _TCTL3.Bits.EDG4B==0) {
pwm_rise_1= TCNT;
_TCTL3.Bits.EDG4A=0;
_TCTL3.Bits.EDG4B=1;
} else {
pwm_fall_1=TCNT;
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On_Time1=pwm_fall_1-pwm_rise_1;
_TCTL3.Bits.EDG4A=1;
_TCTL3.Bits.EDG4B=0;
}
}
/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: ConversionBean_OnEnd (module Events)
**
** From bean : ConversionBean [ADC]
** Description :
**
This event is called after the measurement (which
**
consists of <1 or more conversions>) is/are finished.
**
The event is available only when the <Interrupt
**
service/event> property is enabled.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void ConversionBean_OnEnd(void)
{
if(channel== MOTOR_BATTERY_CHANNEL){
ConversionBean_GetChanValue16(channel,&iBattery_Power);
}else if(channel==COMPUTER_BATTERY_CHANNEL) {
ConversionBean_GetChanValue16(channel,&iComputer_Power);
}else if(channel==GYRO_CHANNEL) {
ConversionBean_GetChanValue16(channel,&iGyro);
}else if(channel==TEMPERATURE_CHANNEL) {
ConversionBean_GetChanValue16(channel,&iTemperature);
}
}
/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: Manual_PWM2_OnCapture (module Events)
**
** From bean : Manual_PWM2 [Capture]
** Description :
**
This event is called on capturing of Timer/Counter actual
**
value (only when the bean is enabled - <Enable> and the
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**
events are enabled - <EnableEvent>.This event is enabled
**
only if a <interrupt service/event> is enabled.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void Manual_PWM2_OnCapture(void)
{
if(_TCTL3.Bits.EDG5A==1 && _TCTL3.Bits.EDG5B==0) {
pwm_rise_2= TCNT;
_TCTL3.Bits.EDG5A=0;
_TCTL3.Bits.EDG5B=1;
} else {
pwm_fall_2=TCNT;
On_Time2=pwm_fall_2-pwm_rise_2;
_TCTL3.Bits.EDG5A=1;
_TCTL3.Bits.EDG5B=0;
}
}
/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: TI1_OnInterrupt (module Events)
**
** From bean : TI1 [TimerInt]
** Description :
**
When a timer interrupt occurs this event is called (only
**
when the bean is enabled - <Enable> and the events are
**
enabled - <EnableEvent>). This event is enabled only if a
**
<interrupt service/event> is enabled.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void TI1_OnInterrupt(void)
{
timer=1;
}
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/*
**
===============================================================
====
** Event
: Left_Encoder_OnCapture (module Events)
**
** From bean : Left_Encoder [Capture]
** Description :
**
This event is called on capturing of Timer/Counter actual
**
value (only when the bean is enabled - <Enable> and the
**
events are enabled - <EnableEvent>.This event is enabled
**
only if a <interrupt service/event> is enabled.
** Parameters : None
** Returns : Nothing
**
===============================================================
====
*/
void Left_Encoder_OnCapture(void)
{
Left_Encoder_Int_Handler();
}

/*
** ###################################################################
**
** This file was created by UNIS Processor Expert 2.98 [03.98]
** for the Freescale 9S12 series of microcontrollers.
**
** ###################################################################
*/

B.3 Main.c
/** ###################################################################
** Filename : Project_2.C
** Project : Project_2
** Processor : MC9S12C32CFA25
** Version : Driver 01.12
** Compiler : CodeWarrior HC12 C Compiler
** Date/Time : 8/19/2008, 12:05 PM
** Abstract :
**
Main module.
**
Here is to be placed user's code.
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** Settings :
** Contents :
**
No public methods
**
** (c) Copyright UNIS, spol. s r.o. 1997-2007
** UNIS, spol. s r.o.
** Jundrovska 33
** 624 00 Brno
** Czech Republic
** http : www.processorexpert.com
** mail : info@processorexpert.com
** ###################################################################*/
/* MODULE Project_2 */
/* Including used modules for compiling procedure */
#include "Cpu.h"
#include "Events.h"
#include "AS1.h"
#include "Right_Encoder.h"
#include "RightMotor.h"
#include "LeftMotor.h"
#include "PowerBit.h"
#include "Robot_Power.h"
#include "AutoManual.h"
#include "Manual_PWM1.h"
#include "Manual_PWM2.h"
#include "ConversionBean.h"
#include "TI1.h"
#include "Left_Encoder.h"
/* Include shared modules, which are used for whole project */
#include "PE_Types.h"
#include "PE_Error.h"
#include "PE_Const.h"
#include "IO_Map.h"
#include "Robot_Definitions.h"
#include "Math.h"
volatile byte cmd_buffer[CMD_SIZE];
volatile struct robotstatus RobotStatus;
volatile bool bNewCommand=FALSE;
volatile struct st_commands_recd Command_Recd;
volatile unsigned int Right_Encoder_Count=0;
volatile unsigned int Left_Encoder_Count=0;
volatile unsigned int cntPower,cntAuto_Manual;
volatile bool bRobotPower=ROBOT_OFF;
volatile unsigned int
iBattery_Power=0,iComputer_Power=0,iGyro=0,iTemperature=0,channel=0;
volatile unsigned int On_Time1,On_Time2;
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struct commands null_command
= {NULL,0,0};
struct commands stop_command
= {CMD_STOP,0,0};
struct commands straight_command
= {CMD_STRAIGHT,0,0};
struct commands left_turn_command
= {CMD_LEFT_TURN,0,0};
struct commands right_turn_command
= {CMD_RIGHT_TURN,0,0};
struct commands curve_left_command
= {CMD_CURVE_LEFT,0,0};
struct commands curve_right_command
= {CMD_CURVE_RIGHT,0,0};
struct commands accelerate_command
= {CMD_ACCELERATE,0,0};
struct commands decelerate_command
= {CMD_DECELERATE,0,0};
struct commands reply_command
= {CMD_REPLY,0,0};
struct commands set_speed_command
= {CMD_SET_SPEED,0,0};
struct commands drive_by_distance_command= {CMD_DRIVE_BY_DISTANCE,0,0};
struct commands auto_manual_command
= {CMD_AUTO_MANUAL,0,0};
struct commands failsafe_command
= {CMD_SET_FAILSAFE,0,0};
struct commands override_radio_command = {CMD_OVERRIDE_RADIO,0,0};
struct commands is_robot_ready_command = {CMD_IS_ROBOT_READY,0,0};

struct commands command_list[10];
struct st_robot_response Robot_Response;
unsigned int current_command;
unsigned int last_count_right,last_count_left,current_count_right,current_count_left;

volatile bool val=0,timer=0;
///byte turn_wheel_l=PWM_NEUTRAL,turn_wheel_r=PWM_NEUTRAL;
void main(void)
{
/* Write your local variable definition here */
unsigned int pwm=0;
/*** Processor Expert internal initialization. DON'T REMOVE THIS CODE!!! ***/
PE_low_level_init();
/*** End of Processor Expert internal initialization.
***/
Initialize_Robot();

while(1) {
if(RobotStatus.AutonomousMode) {
///execute the current command;
Process_User_Command();

} //auto
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else {//manual mode
if(bNewCommand && Is_Status_Update_Command(cmd_buffer[1])==TRUE) {
Process_User_Command();
}
else if(bNewCommand){
bNewCommand=FALSE;
command_list[0]=null_command;
current_command=0;
}
wheel_r=Convert_Radio_To_PWM(On_Time1,RADIO_NEUTRAL_MANUAL_CH3,R
ADIO_SCALING_FACTOR_CH3);
wheel_l=Convert_Radio_To_PWM(On_Time2,RADIO_NEUTRAL_MANUAL_CH2,R
ADIO_SCALING_FACTOR_CH2);
Set_Motor_Speeds();
}
if(RobotStatus.bOverride_Radio==FALSE){
Read_Auto_Manual_Switch();
Read_Power_Switch();
}
Calculate_Robot_Speed();
while(timer==0) { //20ms timer
//AS1_SendChar('c');
Cpu_Delay100US(1);
}
timer=0;

}//while loop
//*/
/* Write your code here */
/*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T MODIFY THIS CODE!!! ***/
for(;;){}
/*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T WRITE CODE BELOW!!! ***/
} /*** End of main routine. DO NOT MODIFY THIS TEXT!!! ***/
/* END UGV_Robot */
/*
** ###################################################################
**
** This file was created by UNIS Processor Expert 2.97 [03.83]
** for the Freescale 9S12 series of microcontrollers.
**
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** ###################################################################
*/
void Initialize_Robot() {
Cpu_SetHighSpeed();
RobotStatus.AutonomousMode=RobotStatus.bPreviousMode=AUTO_MODE;
RobotStatus.bOverride_Radio=FALSE;
RobotStatus.bFail_Safe_Mode=FAIL_SAFE_POWER_OFF;
RobotStatus.Wait_Iterations=5;//equivalent to 100ms
RobotStatus.STATE=START;
RobotStatus.Stop_After_Turn=FALSE;
RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed=RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed=0;
RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right=RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left=4;
Robot_Power_Enable();
command_list[0]=null_command;
Robot_Power_EnableEvent();
ConversionBean_Enable();
AS1_Enable();
AS1_EnableEvent();
Enable_Right_Encoder();
Enable_Left_Encoder();
///disable pwm captures for motors as the robot starts in autonomous mode
Manual_PWM1_DisableEvent();
Manual_PWM2_DisableEvent();
//stop motors immediately after powering on the robot
Stop_Motors();
//Initialize robot response structure
Robot_Response.Start=0xFE;
Robot_Response.End=0xFF;
}
/*
**#####################################################################
**
**
ENCODER RELATED FUNCTIONS
**
**#####################################################################
*/
void Enable_Right_Encoder() {
Right_Encoder_Enable();
}
void Enable_Left_Encoder() {
Left_Encoder_Enable();
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}
void Disable_Right_Encoder() {
Right_Encoder_Disable();
}
void Disable_Left_Encoder() {
//Left_Encoder_Disable();
}
void Right_Encoder_Int_Handler(void) {
Right_Encoder_Count+=RIGHT_ENCODER_TICK;
}
void Left_Encoder_Int_Handler(void) {
Left_Encoder_Count+=LEFT_ENCODER_TICK;
}
unsigned int Get_Left_Encoder_Count() {
unsigned int count;
Disable_Left_Encoder();
count=Left_Encoder_Count;
Enable_Left_Encoder();
return count;
}
unsigned int Get_Right_Encoder_Count() {
unsigned int count;
Disable_Right_Encoder();
count=Right_Encoder_Count;
Enable_Right_Encoder();
return count;
}
void Set_Left_Encoder_Count(unsigned int count) {
Disable_Left_Encoder();
Left_Encoder_Count=count;
Enable_Left_Encoder();
}
void Set_Right_Encoder_Count(unsigned int count) {
Disable_Right_Encoder();
Right_Encoder_Count=count;
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Enable_Right_Encoder();
}
void Calculate_Robot_Speed() {
current_count_left=Get_Left_Encoder_Count();
current_count_right=Get_Right_Encoder_Count();
RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed=(byte)(current_count_right-last_count_right);
RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed=(byte)(current_count_left-last_count_left);
if(current_count_right> MAX_TICKS || current_count_left>MAX_TICKS) {
Set_Left_Encoder_Count(0);
Set_Right_Encoder_Count(0);
}
last_count_left=current_count_left;
last_count_right=current_count_right;
}
void Reset_Encoder_Counts() {
Set_Left_Encoder_Count(0);
Set_Right_Encoder_Count(0);
last_count_left=last_count_right=0;
}
/*
**#####################################################################
**
**
MOTOR RELATED FUNCTIONS
**
**#####################################################################
*/
void Set_Motor_Speeds() {
RightMotor_SetDutyUS(Convert_To_Timing_Signals(wheel_r));
Cpu_Delay100US(1);
LeftMotor_SetDutyUS(Convert_To_Timing_Signals(wheel_l));
}
unsigned int Convert_To_Timing_Signals(byte PWM_Val) {
return SIG_NEUTRAL+(PWM_Val-PWM_NEUTRAL)*MUL_FACTOR;
}

void Stop_Motors() {
wheel_l=wheel_r=PWM_NEUTRAL;
Set_Motor_Speeds();
}
/*
**#####################################################################
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**
**
ROBOT STATUS FUNCTIONS
**
**#####################################################################
*/
void Read_Power_Switch() {
if(cntPower>ROBOT_POWER_MIN && cntPower<ROBOT_POWER_NEUTRAL
&& RobotStatus.bFail_Safe_Mode==FAIL_SAFE_POWER_OFF){
bRobotPower=ROBOT_OFF;
}
else if(cntPower>ROBOT_POWER_NEUTRAL &&
cntPower<ROBOT_POWER_MAX) {
bRobotPower=ROBOT_ON;
}
//PowerBit_PutVal(bRobotPower);
}
void Read_Auto_Manual_Switch() {
if(cntAuto_Manual>MANUAL_AUTO_MIN &&
cntAuto_Manual<MANUAL_AUTO_NEUTRAL){//autonomous
RobotStatus.AutonomousMode=AUTO_MODE;
}
else if(cntAuto_Manual>MANUAL_AUTO_NEUTRAL &&
cntAuto_Manual<MANUAL_AUTO_MAX) {
RobotStatus.AutonomousMode=MANUAL_MODE;
}
if(RobotStatus.bPreviousMode==MANUAL_MODE &&
RobotStatus.bPreviousMode!=RobotStatus.AutonomousMode) {
///shift from manual mode to auto mode, disable pwm capture for both motors
Manual_PWM1_DisableEvent();
Manual_PWM2_DisableEvent();
Stop_Motors();//stop motors before they freak out during the switching
} else if(RobotStatus.bPreviousMode==AUTO_MODE &&
RobotStatus.bPreviousMode!=RobotStatus.AutonomousMode) {
///shift from auto mode to manual mode, enable pwm capture for both motors
Manual_PWM1_EnableEvent();
Manual_PWM2_EnableEvent();
Stop_Motors();//stop motors before they freak out during switching
//Reset the command list
command_list[0]=null_command;
current_command=0;
}
PowerBit_PutVal(RobotStatus.AutonomousMode); //DO NOT ENABLE, ONLY
FOR TESTING PURPOSES
RobotStatus.bPreviousMode=RobotStatus.AutonomousMode;
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}
/*
**#####################################################################
**
**
RADIO TRANSMITTER RELATED FUNCTIONS
**
**#####################################################################
*/
byte Convert_Radio_To_PWM(unsigned int radio_input,unsigned int Neutral,float
scale_factor) {
unsigned int value;
if(radio_input>Neutral-DEAD_BAND && radio_input<Neutral+DEAD_BAND) {
return (byte)(PWM_NEUTRAL);
} else if(radio_input>Neutral && radio_input<3000) {
value=floor((radio_input-Neutral)/scale_factor);
return (byte)(value>127?PWM_MAXIMUM:PWM_NEUTRAL+value);
} else if(radio_input<Neutral && radio_input<3000) {
value=floor((Neutral-radio_input)/scale_factor);
return (byte)(value>127?PWM_MINIMUM:PWM_NEUTRAL-value);
}
}
/*
**#####################################################################
**
**
ADC RELATED FUNCTIONS
**
**#####################################################################
*/
void Enable_Measure_ADC() {
ConversionBean_EnableEvent();
ConversionBean_MeasureChan(TRUE,channel);//wait for result
Cpu_Delay100US(1);
if(channel==MOTOR_BATTERY_CHANNEL){
iBattery_Power=iBattery_Power>>6;
} else if(channel==COMPUTER_BATTERY_CHANNEL){
iComputer_Power=iComputer_Power>>6;
} else if(channel==GYRO_CHANNEL){
iGyro=iGyro>>6;
} else if(channel==TEMPERATURE_CHANNEL){
iTemperature=iTemperature>>6;
}
}
void Disable_ADC() {
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ConversionBean_DisableEvent();
}

/*
**#####################################################################
**
**
ROBOT NAVIGATION RELATED FUNCTIONS
**
**#####################################################################
*/
void Assemble_New_Command() {
unsigned int i=0;
Command_Recd.Command_Name=cmd_buffer[1];
i=(i|cmd_buffer[3])<<8;
i=i|cmd_buffer[2];
Command_Recd.parameter_1=i;
i=0;
i=(i|cmd_buffer[5])<<8;
i=i|cmd_buffer[4];
Command_Recd.parameter_2=i;
}
bool Validate_Checksum() {
int i,Sum=0;
for(i=1;i<CMD_SIZE-2;i++) {
Sum+=cmd_buffer[i];
}
return (Sum%256)==cmd_buffer[CMD_SIZE-2]?TRUE:FALSE;
}
void Process_User_Command() {
static bool bRet=FAIL;
if(bNewCommand){
bNewCommand=FALSE;
if(Validate_Checksum()){
Assemble_New_Command();
if(Is_Status_Update_Command(Command_Recd.Command_Name)==TRUE) {
Return_Status_Response();
} else{
bRet=Update_Command_List();
}
} else { //checksum failed
bRet=FAIL;
}
}
if(bRet==SUCCESS){
Parse_Command_List();
}
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}
void Return_Status_Response() {
switch(Command_Recd.Command_Name) {
case MOTOR_BATTERY_COMMAND:{ //READ MOTOR BATTERY
channel=MOTOR_BATTERY_CHANNEL;
Enable_Measure_ADC();
Disable_ADC();
Assemble_Int_Response(MOTOR_BATTERY_COMMAND,iBattery_Power);
break;
}
case COMPUTER_BATTERY_COMMAND:{//READ COMPUTER BATTERY
channel=COMPUTER_BATTERY_CHANNEL;
Enable_Measure_ADC();
Disable_ADC();
Assemble_Int_Response(COMPUTER_BATTERY_COMMAND,iComputer_Power);
break;
}
case GYRO_COMMAND:{//READ GYRO
channel=GYRO_CHANNEL;
Enable_Measure_ADC();
Disable_ADC();
Assemble_Int_Response(GYRO_COMMAND,iGyro);
break;
}
case TEMPERATURE_COMMAND:{//READ TEMPERATURE
channel=TEMPERATURE_CHANNEL;
Enable_Measure_ADC();
Disable_ADC();
Assemble_Int_Response(TEMPERATURE_COMMAND,iTemperature);
break;
}
case AUTO_MANUAL_COMMAND:{////AUTONOMOUS MANUAL
STATUS
Assemble_Auto_Manual_Response();
break;
}
case SET_SPEED_COMMAND:{///SET SPEED COMMAND
cmd_set_speed(Command_Recd.parameter_1);
Assemble_Int_Response(SET_SPEED_COMMAND,Command_Recd.parameter_1);
break;
}
case SET_FAILSAFE_COMMAND: {
cmd_set_failsafe(Command_Recd.parameter_1);
Assemble_Int_Response(SET_FAILSAFE_COMMAND,1);
break;
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}
case OVERRIDE_RADIO_COMMAND: {
cmd_radio_override(Command_Recd.parameter_1);
Assemble_Int_Response(OVERRIDE_RADIO_COMMAND,1);
break;
}
case IS_ROBOT_READY_COMMAND: {
Assemble_Is_Robot_Ready_Response();
break;
}
}
Send_To_Master();
return;
}
bool Is_Status_Update_Command(byte command)
{
if(command==MOTOR_BATTERY_COMMAND ||
command==COMPUTER_BATTERY_COMMAND ||
command==GYRO_COMMAND || command==AUTO_MANUAL_COMMAND ||
command==SET_FAILSAFE_COMMAND ||
command==OVERRIDE_RADIO_COMMAND ||
command==IS_ROBOT_READY_COMMAND ||
command==SET_SPEED_COMMAND || command==TEMPERATURE_COMMAND)
{
return TRUE;
}
else {
return FALSE;
}
}
bool Update_Command_List() {
RobotStatus.STATE=START;
switch(Command_Recd.Command_Name) {
case STOP_COMMAND: { ///STOP COMMAND
command_list[0]=reply_command;
command_list[1]=stop_command;
command_list[2]=null_command;
current_command=0;
break;
}
case LEFT_TURN_COMMAND: { //LEFT TURN
command_list[0]=reply_command;
command_list[1]=left_turn_command;
current_command=0;
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break;
//to stop the left turn command send a stop command when the robot is in desired
position
}
case RIGHT_TURN_COMMAND:{//RIGHT TURN
command_list[0]=reply_command;
command_list[1]=right_turn_command;
current_command=0;
break;
//to stop the right turn command send a stop command when the robot is in desired
position
}
case DRIVE_STRAIGHT_COMMAND:{//DRIVE STRAIGHT
command_list[0]=reply_command;
if(wheel_l==PWM_NEUTRAL || wheel_r==PWM_NEUTRAL) {
command_list[1]=accelerate_command;
command_list[2]=straight_command;
} else{
command_list[1]=straight_command;
}
current_command=0;
break;
//to interrupt drive straight issue curve left/right, decelerate or stop commands
}
case CURVE_RIGHT_COMMAND: {//CURVE RIGHT
command_list[0]=reply_command;
command_list[1]=curve_right_command;
current_command=0;
break;
}
case CURVE_LEFT_COMMAND:{//CURVE LEFT
command_list[0]=reply_command;
command_list[1]=curve_left_command;
current_command=0;
break;
}
case DECELERATE_COMMAND:{//DECELERATE TO STOP
command_list[0]=reply_command;
command_list[1]=decelerate_command;
command_list[2]=null_command;
current_command=0;
break;
}
case DRIVE_BY_DISTANCE_COMMAND:{//DRIVE BY DISTANCE
Reset_Encoder_Counts();
command_list[0]=reply_command;
command_list[1]=accelerate_command;
command_list[2]=drive_by_distance_command;
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command_list[2].param_1=floor(Command_Recd.parameter_1*TICKS_PER_REVOLU
TION/WHEEL_PERIMETER);
command_list[3]=decelerate_command;
command_list[4]=stop_command;
command_list[5]=reply_command;
command_list[6]=null_command;
current_command=0;
break;
}
default: {
return FAIL;
}
}
return SUCCESS;
}
void Parse_Command_List() {
byte rc;
switch(command_list[current_command].command) {
case CMD_STOP: {
rc=cmd_stop();
break;
}
case CMD_STRAIGHT: {
rc=cmd_straight();
break;
}
case CMD_LEFT_TURN: {
rc=cmd_left_turn();
break;
}
case CMD_RIGHT_TURN: {
rc=cmd_right_turn();
break;
}
case CMD_CURVE_LEFT: {
rc=cmd_curve_left();
break;
}
case CMD_CURVE_RIGHT: {
rc=cmd_curve_right();
break;
}
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case CMD_ACCELERATE: {
rc=cmd_accelerate();
break;
}
case CMD_DECELERATE: {
rc=cmd_decelerate();
break;
}
case CMD_REPLY: {
rc=cmd_reply();
break;
}
case CMD_DRIVE_BY_DISTANCE: {
rc=cmd_drive_by_distance();
break;
}
case NULL: {
rc=0;
break;
}
default: {
rc=0;
///The control should not come here
}
}
if(rc==1) {
current_command++;
RobotStatus.STATE=START;
}
}
byte Calculate_Checksum(byte *array,int count) {
int i,Sum=0;
for(i=0;i<count;i++) {
Sum+=array[i];
}
return (byte)(Sum%256);
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_set_speed
* PURPOSE:
This function sets the target speed of the robot.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
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* RETURNS:
byte:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_set_speed(int speed) {
RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left=speed;
RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right=speed;
return DONE;
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_stop
* PURPOSE:
This function sets the target speed of the robot.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
byte:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_stop() {
wheel_l=wheel_r=PWM_NEUTRAL;
Set_Motor_Speeds();
return DONE;
}
void Assemble_Stop_Response() {
int i;
Robot_Response.Data[0]=STOP_COMMAND;
for(i=1;i<RESPONSE_SIZE;i++) {
Robot_Response.Data[i]=0x00;
}
Robot_Response.CheckSum=Calculate_Checksum(Robot_Response.Data,RESPONSE_
SIZE);
}
void Assemble_Int_Response(byte Ret_Code,unsigned int Val) {
int i;
Robot_Response.Data[0]=Ret_Code;
for(i=1;i<sizeof(int)+1;i++) {
Robot_Response.Data[i]=Val&0xFF;
Val=Val>>8;
}
for(i=sizeof(int)+1;i<RESPONSE_SIZE;i++) {
Robot_Response.Data[i]=0x00;
}
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Robot_Response.CheckSum=Calculate_Checksum(Robot_Response.Data,RESPONSE_
SIZE);
}
void Assemble_Auto_Manual_Response() {
int i;
Robot_Response.Data[0]=AUTO_MANUAL_COMMAND;
Robot_Response.Data[1]=RobotStatus.AutonomousMode?AUTO_MODE:MANUAL_
MODE;
for(i=2;i<RESPONSE_SIZE;i++) {
Robot_Response.Data[i]=0x00;
}
Robot_Response.CheckSum=Calculate_Checksum(Robot_Response.Data,RESPONSE_
SIZE);
}
void Assemble_Set_Speed_Response() {
int i;
Robot_Response.Data[0]=SET_SPEED_COMMAND;
Robot_Response.Data[1]=0x01;
for(i=2;i<RESPONSE_SIZE;i++) {
Robot_Response.Data[i]=0x00;
}
Robot_Response.CheckSum=Calculate_Checksum(Robot_Response.Data,RESPONSE_
SIZE);
}
void Assemble_Drive_Straight_By_Distance_Response() {
int i;
Robot_Response.Data[0]=DRIVE_BY_DISTANCE_COMMAND;
Robot_Response.Data[1]=0x01;
for(i=2;i<RESPONSE_SIZE;i++) {
Robot_Response.Data[i]=0x00;
}
Robot_Response.CheckSum=Calculate_Checksum(Robot_Response.Data,RESPONSE_
SIZE);
}
void Assemble_Is_Robot_Ready_Response() {
int i;
Robot_Response.Data[0]=IS_ROBOT_READY_COMMAND;
Robot_Response.Data[1]=0x01;
for(i=2;i<RESPONSE_SIZE;i++) {
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Robot_Response.Data[i]=0x00;
}
Robot_Response.CheckSum=Calculate_Checksum(Robot_Response.Data,RESPONSE_
SIZE);
}

/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
Send_To_Master
* PURPOSE:
This function sets the target speed of the robot.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
void Send_To_Master() {
int i;
AS1_SendChar(Robot_Response.Start);
Cpu_Delay100US(1);
for(i=0;i<RESPONSE_SIZE;i++) {
AS1_SendChar(Robot_Response.Data[i]);
Cpu_Delay100US(1);
}
Cpu_Delay100US(1);
AS1_SendChar(Robot_Response.CheckSum);
Cpu_Delay100US(1);
AS1_SendChar(Robot_Response.End);
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_reply
* PURPOSE:
This function sets the target speed of the robot.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_reply() {
byte command;
if(current_command==0) {
command=command_list[current_command+1].command; //if reply is the first
command to update the status of the robot on ASUS
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}
else{
command=command_list[current_command-1].command; //if reply is the second
command to update the status of the robot on ASUS
}
switch(command) {
case CMD_STOP: {
Assemble_Stop_Response();
break;
}
case CMD_LEFT_TURN: {
Assemble_Int_Response(LEFT_TURN_COMMAND,1);
break;
}
case CMD_RIGHT_TURN: {
Assemble_Int_Response(RIGHT_TURN_COMMAND,1);
break;
}
case CMD_STRAIGHT:
case CMD_ACCELERATE:{//fix to update the status to drive by distance function
call from ASUS computer
Assemble_Int_Response(DRIVE_STRAIGHT_COMMAND,1);
break;
}
case CMD_CURVE_LEFT:{
Assemble_Int_Response(CURVE_LEFT_COMMAND,1);
break;
}
case CMD_CURVE_RIGHT:{
Assemble_Int_Response(CURVE_RIGHT_COMMAND,1);
break;
}
case CMD_DECELERATE: {
Assemble_Int_Response(DECELERATE_COMMAND,1);
break;
}
default:{
return FAIL; //control should not come here
}
}
Send_To_Master();
return DONE;
}
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/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_set_failsafe
* PURPOSE:
This function alters the fail safe mode of the robot
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
void cmd_set_failsafe(byte command) {
if(command==FAIL_SAFE_AUTONOMOUS_ON)
RobotStatus.bFail_Safe_Mode=FAIL_SAFE_AUTONOMOUS_ON;
else if(command==FAIL_SAFE_POWER_OFF)
RobotStatus.bFail_Safe_Mode=FAIL_SAFE_POWER_OFF;
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_decelerate
* PURPOSE:
This function decelerates the robot to halt
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_decelerate() {
byte rc=0;
switch(RobotStatus.STATE) {
case START: {
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
if(wheel_l>wheel_r){
wheel_l=wheel_r;
}
else {
wheel_r=wheel_l;
}
rc=0;
break;
}
case IN_PROGRESS: {
wheel_l-=PWM_INCREMENT;
wheel_r-=PWM_INCREMENT;
if(wheel_l==PWM_NEUTRAL||wheel_l==PWM_NEUTRAL) {
RobotStatus.STATE=COMPLETE;
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} else {
RobotStatus.STATE=WAIT;
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration=0;
}
Set_Motor_Speeds();
rc=0;
break;
}
case WAIT:{
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration+=1;
if(RobotStatus.Current_Iteration==floor(RobotStatus.Wait_Iterations/2)){
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
}
rc=0;
break;
}
case COMPLETE: {
rc=DONE;
RobotStatus.STATE=START;
break;
}

}
return rc;
}

/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_accelerate
* PURPOSE:
This function accelerates the robot from halt to desired
speed.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_accelerate() {
byte rc=0;
switch(RobotStatus.STATE) {
case START: {
wheel_l=wheel_r=PWM_NEUTRAL;
Set_Motor_Speeds();
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
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rc=0;
Enable_Measure_ADC();
Disable_ADC();
RobotStatus.Init_Gyro_Val=iGyro;
break;
}
case IN_PROGRESS: {
if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed>=RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left ||
RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed>=RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right) {
RobotStatus.STATE=COMPLETE;
} else {
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration=0;
RobotStatus.STATE=WAIT;
}
if(wheel_l<PWM_MAXIMUM && wheel_r<PWM_MAXIMUM){
wheel_l+=PWM_INCREMENT;
wheel_r+=PWM_INCREMENT;
}
Set_Motor_Speeds();
rc=0;
break;
}
case WAIT: {
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration+=1;
if(RobotStatus.Current_Iteration==RobotStatus.Wait_Iterations){
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
}
rc=0;
break;
}
case COMPLETE: {
RobotStatus.STATE=START;
rc=DONE;
break;
}
}
return rc;
}

/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_right_turn
* PURPOSE:
This function is to make the robot perform the right turn
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A stop command has to be issued to stop the robot after performing
the required turn.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_right_turn() {
byte rc=0;
switch(RobotStatus.STATE){
case START: {
wheel_l=PWM_NEUTRAL+3*PWM_INCREMENT;
wheel_r=PWM_NEUTRAL-TURN_PWM_OFFSET;
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
Set_Motor_Speeds();
break;
}
case IN_PROGRESS: {
wheel_l+=PWM_INCREMENT;
if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed>=RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left){
RobotStatus.STATE=CONTROL;
}
else {
RobotStatus.STATE=WAIT;
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration=0;
}
Set_Motor_Speeds();
break;
}
case WAIT: {
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration+=1;
if(RobotStatus.Current_Iteration==RobotStatus.Wait_Iterations){
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
}
break;
}
case CONTROL: {
if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed>RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left+SPEED_CONTRO
L_OFFSET) {
wheel_l-=PWM_INCREMENT;
} else if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed<RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left-1){
wheel_l+=PWM_INCREMENT;
}
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Set_Motor_Speeds();
break;
}
}
return rc;
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_left_turn
* PURPOSE:
This function is to make the robot perform the left turn
A stop command has to be issued to stop the robot after performing
the required turn.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_left_turn() {
byte rc=0;
switch(RobotStatus.STATE){
case START: {
wheel_r=PWM_NEUTRAL+3*PWM_INCREMENT;
wheel_l=PWM_NEUTRAL-TURN_PWM_OFFSET;
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
Set_Motor_Speeds();
break;
}
case IN_PROGRESS: {
wheel_r+=PWM_INCREMENT;
if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed>=RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right) {
RobotStatus.STATE=CONTROL;
}
else {
RobotStatus.STATE=WAIT;
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration=0;
}
Set_Motor_Speeds();
break;
}
case WAIT: {
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration+=1;
if(RobotStatus.Current_Iteration==RobotStatus.Wait_Iterations){
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
}
break;
}
case CONTROL: {
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if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed>RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right+SPEED_CONTR
OL_OFFSET) {
wheel_r-=PWM_INCREMENT;
} else if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed<RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right-1){
wheel_r+=PWM_INCREMENT;
}
Set_Motor_Speeds();
break;
}
}
return rc;
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_ADC
* PURPOSE:
This function updates the motor battery level, computer
battery level and gyro
*
variables which are sent back to the master computer.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_ADC() {
Enable_Measure_ADC();
Disable_ADC();
return DONE;
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_straight
* PURPOSE:
This function makes the robot go along the straight line and
also
*
controls the speed of the robot.If the robot is not moving call accelerate
*
function before callign this function.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_straight() {
byte rc;
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switch(RobotStatus.STATE) {
case START: {
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
rc=0;
break;
}
case IN_PROGRESS: {
Enable_Measure_ADC();
Disable_ADC();

if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed>RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left+SPEED_CONTRO
L_OFFSET && wheel_l>PWM_NEUTRAL+DEADBAND)
wheel_l-=PWM_INCREMENT;
else if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed<RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left &&
wheel_l<PWM_MAXIMUM)
wheel_l+=PWM_INCREMENT;
if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed>RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right+SPEED_CONTR
OL_OFFSET && wheel_r>PWM_NEUTRAL+DEADBAND)
wheel_r-=PWM_INCREMENT;
else if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed<RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right &&
wheel_r<PWM_MAXIMUM)
wheel_r+=PWM_INCREMENT;
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration=0;
RobotStatus.STATE=WAIT;
Set_Motor_Speeds();
rc=0;
break;
}
case WAIT: {
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration+= 1;
if(RobotStatus.Current_Iteration==RobotStatus.Wait_Iterations){
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
}
rc=0;
break;
}
}
return rc;
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_curve_right
* PURPOSE: This function makes the robot curve right inorder to adjust the
*
robot to correct itself while navigating waypoints. Issue a cmd_straight
*
command to make the robot go straight again or issue a stop command.
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* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_curve_right() {
byte Left_Target_Speed=RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left+ROBOT_ARC_OFFSET;
byte rc;
switch(RobotStatus.STATE) {
case START: {
if(wheel_l==PWM_NEUTRAL || wheel_r==PWM_NEUTRAL) {//the robot is not
moving
rc=1; //do not do anything
} else{
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
rc=0;
}
break;
}
case IN_PROGRESS: {
if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed>RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right+SPEED_CONTR
OL_OFFSET)
wheel_r-=PWM_INCREMENT;
else if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed<RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right)
wheel_r+=PWM_INCREMENT;

if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed>Left_Target_Speed+SPEED_CONTROL_OFFSET)
wheel_l-=PWM_INCREMENT;
else if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed<Left_Target_Speed)
wheel_l+=PWM_INCREMENT;
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration=0;
RobotStatus.STATE=WAIT;
rc=0;
Set_Motor_Speeds();
break;
}
case WAIT: {
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration+=1;
if(RobotStatus.Current_Iteration==RobotStatus.Wait_Iterations){
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
}
rc=0;
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break;
}
}
return rc;
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_curve_left
* PURPOSE: This function makes the robot curve left inorder to adjust the
*
robot to correct itself while navigating waypoints. Issue a cmd_straight
*
command to make the robot go straight again or issue a stop command.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_curve_left() {
byte Right_Target_Speed=RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right+ROBOT_ARC_OFFSET;
byte rc;
switch(RobotStatus.STATE) {
case START: {
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
rc=0;
break;
}
case IN_PROGRESS: {
if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed>Right_Target_Speed+SPEED_CONTROL_OFFSE
T)
wheel_r-=PWM_INCREMENT;
else if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed<Right_Target_Speed)
wheel_r+=PWM_INCREMENT;

if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed>RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left+SPEED_CONTRO
L_OFFSET)
wheel_l-=PWM_INCREMENT;
else if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed<RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left)
wheel_l+=PWM_INCREMENT;
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration=0;
RobotStatus.STATE=WAIT;
rc=0;
Set_Motor_Speeds();
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break;
}
case WAIT: {
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration+=1;
if(RobotStatus.Current_Iteration==RobotStatus.Wait_Iterations){
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
}
rc=0;
break;
}
}
return rc;
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_drive by distance
* PURPOSE:
This function makes the robot go along the straight line and
also
*
controls the speed of the robot.If the robot is not moving call accelerate
*
function before callign this function.
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_drive_by_distance() {
byte rc;
switch(RobotStatus.STATE) {
case START: {
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
rc=0;
break;
}
case IN_PROGRESS: {
if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed>RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left+SPEED_CONTRO
L_OFFSET && wheel_l-PWM_INCREMENT>PWM_NEUTRAL+DEADBAND)
wheel_l-=PWM_INCREMENT;
else if(RobotStatus.Left_Wheel_Speed<RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Left)
wheel_l+=PWM_INCREMENT;
if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed>RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right+SPEED_CONTR
OL_OFFSET && wheel_r-PWM_INCREMENT>PWM_NEUTRAL+DEADBAND)
wheel_r-=PWM_INCREMENT;
else if(RobotStatus.Right_Wheel_Speed<RobotStatus.Target_Speed_Right)
wheel_r+=PWM_INCREMENT;
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RobotStatus.Current_Iteration=0;
RobotStatus.STATE=WAIT;
Set_Motor_Speeds();
if(Get_Left_Encoder_Count()>command_list[current_command].param_1 ||
Get_Right_Encoder_Count()>command_list[current_command].param_1) {
RobotStatus.STATE=COMPLETE;
}
rc=0;
break;
}
case WAIT: {
RobotStatus.Current_Iteration+= 1;
if(RobotStatus.Current_Iteration==RobotStatus.Wait_Iterations){
RobotStatus.STATE=IN_PROGRESS;
}
rc=0;
break;
}
case COMPLETE: {
RobotStatus.STATE=START;
rc=1;
break;
}
}
return rc;
}
/***********************************************************************
********
* FUNCTION NAME:
cmd_radio_override
* PURPOSE:
This function makes the robot override the control of radio
completely
it responds no more to the radio control
* CALLED FROM:
parseCommandList (this file)
* ARGUMENTS:
void
* RETURNS:
int:
return code for current command state (1==
DONE)
************************************************************************
*******/
byte cmd_radio_override(byte command){
if(command==TRUE) {
RobotStatus.bOverride_Radio=TRUE;
RobotStatus.AutonomousMode=AUTO_MODE;
} else if(command==FALSE) {
RobotStatus.bOverride_Radio=FALSE;
}
return DONE;
}
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Appendix C
Kalman Filter Implementation for 9S12
Microcontroller
This appendix contains the 9S12 implementation of the Kalman filter. The code for
recursive computation of Kalman filter is contained in the function Kalman and the
function is called every 20ms from the main function. The time remaining in 20ms loop
after execution of Kalman filter code can be calculated using the number of characters
printed out to the serial port of the 9S12 microcontroller. The 9S12 microcontroller is
connected to the computer via a serial cable and the output is monitored using a terminal
emulator program such as HyperTerminal. The time remaining every loop is calculated
by counting the number of characters of each type and dividing the count by two, since
each character is printed every 500us. This computation yields the time remaining in
20ms slice after the execution of Kalman filter. The following are the requirements to
execute this program:
•

Setup the microcontroller bus speed at 24MHz

•

Add an Asynchroserial bean with a baud rate of 57600.

•

Add a timer interrupt which interrupts the processor every 20ms.

C.1 Main.c
/** ###################################################################
** Filename : Kalman.C
** Project : Kalman
** Processor : MC9S12C32CFA25
** Version : Driver 01.12
** Compiler : CodeWarrior HC12 C Compiler
** Date/Time : 9/16/1997, 1:50 PM
** Abstract :
**
Main module.
**
Here is to be placed user's code.
** Settings :
** Contents :
**
No public methods
**
** (c) Copyright UNIS, spol. s r.o. 1997-2006
** UNIS, spol. s r.o.
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** Jundrovska 33
** 624 00 Brno
** Czech Republic
** http : www.processorexpert.com
** mail : info@processorexpert.com
** ###################################################################*/
/* MODULE Kalman */
/* Including used modules for compiling procedure */
#include "Cpu.h"
#include "Events.h"
#include "AS1.h"
#include "TI1.h"
/* Include shared modules, which are used for whole project */
#include "PE_Types.h"
#include "PE_Error.h"
#include "PE_Const.h"
#include "IO_Map.h"
#include "Math.h"
////////////KALMAN VARIABLES///////////
float Estimate_GPS,Estimate_Compass;
float offset_array[8]={0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0};
float mov_average[10]={0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0};
float Cov_GPS=0.0,Cov_Compass=0.0;
float Measurement_GPS,Measurement_Compass;
float Kalman_Gain_Compass,Kalman_Gain_GPS,residual_GPS,residual_Compass;
float Second_Level_Estimate=99.1,Average_Heading,angle,diff;
////////////KALMAN VARIABLES///////////
float Average_Non_Zero_Elements(float array[],int size);
short Is_GPS_Tolerable(float Est_GPS,float Current_GPS);
void Kalman(void);
short volatile timer=0;
unsigned char c=65;
void main(void)
{
/* Write your local variable definition here */
/*** Processor Expert internal initialization. DON'T REMOVE THIS CODE!!! ***/
PE_low_level_init();
/*** End of Processor Expert internal initialization.
***/
/* Write your code here */
/*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T MODIFY THIS CODE!!! ***/
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for(;;){
Kalman();
///////////***********THIS CODE IS FOR MEASURING REMAINING
TIME********////////////
while(timer==0) {
///Send out a character every 500US to count the time remaining
AS1_SendChar(c);
//Wait for 500US
Cpu_Delay100US(5);
}
timer=0;
//Increment the character to change the character every cycle
c++;
///////////***********THIS CODE IS FOR MEASURING REMAINING
TIME********////////////
}
/*** Processor Expert end of main routine. DON'T WRITE CODE BELOW!!! ***/
} /*** End of main routine. DO NOT MODIFY THIS TEXT!!! ***/
void Kalman() {
float Scaling_Factor=0.0167;
float dt=0.2;
///////////**********KALMAN VARIABLES****//////////
float Noise_Compass=20.0;
float Noise_GPS=20.0;
float Noise_Gyro=1.0;
float H_GPS=1.0,H_COMPASS=1.0;
float STM_GPS=1.0,STM_COMPASS=1.0;
static int iter=0,mov_iter=0;
float Gyro=519.1;
/////////*********KALMAN VARIABLES**********//////////
float GPS_Head=105.3;
Estimate_Compass=Estimate_GPS=Measurement_Compass=Measurement_GPS=99.1;

if(Is_GPS_Tolerable(Estimate_GPS,GPS_Head)==1){
Measurement_GPS=GPS_Head;
}
Measurement_Compass=104.3;
angle=(((float)Gyro*(5.0/1023.0))/Scaling_Factor)-150.0;
Estimate_Compass=Estimate_Compass+angle*dt;
Estimate_GPS+=angle*dt;
/////////***********KALMAN FILTER FOR GPS*********//////////
residual_GPS=Measurement_GPS-Estimate_GPS;
Cov_GPS=Cov_GPS+Noise_Gyro;
Kalman_Gain_GPS=(Cov_GPS)/(Cov_GPS+Noise_GPS);
Cov_GPS-=Kalman_Gain_GPS*Cov_GPS;
Estimate_GPS=Estimate_GPS+Kalman_Gain_GPS*residual_GPS;
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//////////////**********KALMAN FILTER FOR GPS***********///////////
///////////************KALMAN FILTER FOR COMPASS*********/////////
residual_Compass=Measurement_Compass-Estimate_Compass;
Cov_Compass=Cov_Compass+Noise_Gyro;
Kalman_Gain_Compass=(Cov_Compass)/(Cov_Compass+Noise_Compass);
Cov_Compass-=Kalman_Gain_Compass*Cov_Compass;
Estimate_Compass=Estimate_Compass+Kalman_Gain_Compass*residual_Compass;
/////////////**********KALMAN FILTER FOR COMPASS*********//////////
offset_array[iter]=Estimate_Compass-Estimate_GPS;
iter=iter+1;
iter=iter%8;
Second_Level_Estimate=Estimate_Compass0.75*Average_Non_Zero_Elements(offset_array,8);
mov_average[mov_iter]=Second_Level_Estimate;
mov_iter=mov_iter+1;
mov_iter=mov_iter%10;
Average_Heading=Average_Non_Zero_Elements(mov_average,10);
Average_Heading=Average_Heading-.0001;
return;
}
float Average_Non_Zero_Elements(float array[],int size) {
int iter=0,count=0;
float sum=0;
for(iter=0;iter<size;iter++) {
if(array[iter]!=0) {
count=count+1;
sum=sum+array[iter];
}
}
return (sum/(float)count);
}
short Is_GPS_Tolerable(float Est_GPS,float Current_GPS) {
float diff;
if(Est_GPS>Current_GPS){
diff=Est_GPS-Current_GPS;
} else {
diff=Current_GPS-Est_GPS;
}
if(diff<30) {
return 1;
}
return 0;
}
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